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Thermco Systems design and 

manufacture furnace systems, 

custom wet benches, epitaxy 

reactors, and electronic materials 

management equipment for the 

semiconductor, MEMS, LED, PV, and 

nanotechnology industries.  

 

Our talented team of engineers are innovative 

in their design of a range of products to meet 

customer needs.  Thermco continue to 

develop new solutions for horizontal and 

vertical furnaces, including full cassette-to-

cassette automation, upgraded control 

boards, and advanced next generation control 

systems with full backward compatibility.  

Thermco’s R&D extends to all product 

solutions and we pride ourselves in offering 

customers cutting edge technology.   

 

As a quality assured ISO 9001: 2015 company, 

Thermco is proud to offer excellent customer 

service and support to maximise equipment 

uptime and low cost of ownership, 

synonymous with the Thermco brand.   

www.thermcosystems.com 

+44 (0)1903 891700    

info@thermcosystems.com  
 

https://thermcosystems.com


NMI MANUFACTURING SITE OF THE YEAR 
AWARD 

The Manufacturing Site of the Year Award recognises organisations who have achieved 

significant business improvement. This award does not necessarily focus on one single 

factor contributing to business improvement but can include a combination of factors 

such as the development of new or improved products, services and processes that 

successfully meet and accelerate changing needs, operational efficiencies, cost reduc-

tions etc. We will look for a brief application highlighting site success through demon-

strable examples and clear evidence.  

 

https://techworksawards.com 
 

https://techworksawards.com/manufacturing-site-of-the-year-award 

https://techworksawards.com
https://techworksawards.com/manufacturing-site-of-the-year-award


NMI CONFERENCE 2022 

AGENDA 
 

09:15  Jillian Hughes   NMI 

09:20  Gerry Thurgood   Thermco Systems 

09:40  Ben Walkden   DCMS 

09:55  Dr Bernhard Kneer  ZEISS 

10:15  Ken Williamson   PragmatIC 

10:35  Elevator Pitches 

10:50  Break 

11:20  Jonathan Kelly   ANALOG DEVICES 

11:40  David Ogden    DIODES 

  & Dave Butler   

12:00  Daniel Picado   BOURNS 

12:20  Elevator Pitches 

12:35  Lunch 

13:30  David Clark   Clas-SiC 

13:45  John Tinson   Ilika 

14:00  Dave Nolan   EMS Particle Solutions 

14:15  Daniel Picado   BOURNS 

14:30  Break 

15:00  Douglas Paul   Glasgow University 

15:15  Charles Sturman   Huawei 

15:30  Allan James   SEMEFAB 

15:45  Ken Williamson   PragmatIC 

16:00  Panel Session         

 

Host: Alan Banks (CEO, TechWorks) 

Panel Guests: Ken Williamson (PragmatIC), Caroline O’Brien (Kubos 
Semiconductor), Sean Redmond (Silicon Catalyst) & Amar Abid-Ali )DER-
IC) 

 

16:30  Exhibitor Networking 

17:30  Close 
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David Clark, Technology & 
Customer Relations Manager, 
Clas-SiC Wafer Fab Ltd 
 
 

David has a strong background in process 
engineering and process development, with 
more than 25 years of silicon process 
integration, device engineering, process 
development and yield engineering experience 
at Raytheon Systems. David moved into Silicon 
Carbide process integration and device 
engineering in 2004 and has experience across 
many SiC device technologies including 
Schottky diodes, PiN diodes, MOSFET’s, JFET’s, 
BJT’s, CLD’s and MESFET’s. During David’s 
tenure at Raytheon, he worked on a number 
of successful SiC process developments 
leading to successful manufacture of 1000’s of 
SiC device wafers. 

David has a first-class honours degree in 
Electrical and Electronic Engineering as well as 
a Post Graduate Certificate in Advanced Silicon 
Processing and Manufacturing Technologies. 
He has authored or co-authored more than 10 
SiC processing papers, is joint inventor of one 
SiC related patent and has 3 other SiC related 
patent submissions pending.  

David joined Clas-SiC in 2017 as Principal 
Technologist, with oversight of Clas-SiC’s 
technology roadmap and technical direction, 
leading to Clas-SiC’s reliability proven SiC 
MOSFET and Diode Process Design Kits being 
released. 

Gerry 

Thurgood, 

CEO, 

Tetreon 

Gerry’s career 
spans over 40 
years in the 
Semiconductor 
sector. Starting 
his career in 

equipment design engineering for semiconductor 
equipment, he has an extensive knowledge within 
both the Wafer fab environment and the 
Semiconductor production equipment. His wealth of 
experience comes from working for Global Blue chip 
equipment companies across the world, including 
Tetreon, Tokyo Electron Japan, Silicon Valley Group, 
Airco Temescal and Thermco Products all involved in 
the design and manufacturing of semiconductor 
equipment for the Diffusion, Epitaxy, Metalisation 
and Test sectors. 

During his career, Gerry held several Senior Board 
roles, including at Tokyo Electron where in 1993, he 
worked with the board in Japan, establishing the 
international presence for the company in both the 
USA and Europe, achieving globalisation of Tokyo 
Electron Group. 

Upon the completion of his work in Japan, Gerry 
returned to the UK and established the Tetreon 
Technologies group of companies. 

The Tetreon group includes Thermco Systems 
manufacturing leading edge fully automated 
Diffusion furnaces for oxidation and LPCVD systems, 
Wet Chemical cleaning, Etching systems and High 
Volume Epitaxial reactor systems made by CSD 
epitaxy Inc . 

Today, alongside his work as CEO, for Tetreon, Gerry 
is Chairman for QuartzTec UK and a Non-executive 
director of the NMI, where he works with key 
stakeholders TechWorks and the NMI team, driving 
the voice of the semiconductor Industry. 



Jillian Hughes,  
Director, NMI 
 
 

Jillian has worked in the 
Semiconductor Industry serving 
apprenticeship at National 
Semiconductor moving to Seagate 
Microelectronics, Motorola and 
Freescale. Working within the 
Photolithography Department.  

Jonathan Kelly,  
Staff Engineer,  
Analog Devices 
 
 

Jonathan Kelly joined Analog 
Devices International in 1982 as a 
Production Operator.  

Over the course of his career he 
has progressed to the position of 
Staff Engineer, Manufacturing & 
Operations. 

Jonathan holds a CPIM and a 
degree in Business Management 
from the University of Limerick, he 
is also a Shingo Alumni since 2019. 

Jonathan guided Analog Devices 
International to the Silver 
Medallion in 2019. ADI became 
the first Semiconductor Company 
in world to achieve this 
accreditation. 

Jonathan has shared his 
knowledge extensively and is an 
advocate of using digital means 
and tools to further the 
application of the Shingo 
Principles, notably utilizing Pulse 
survey tools and CI project 
tracking tools. 

Jonathan’s primary focus is 
exceeding both internal and 
external Customer expectations, 
by solving problems and seeking 
perfection in all we do. 

Ken Williamson, Chief 
Operating Officer, 
Pragmatic 
 

Ken has more than 40 years 
experience within the semiconductor 
and electronics manufacturing 
industries. He brings with him a 
profound knowledge across all 
aspects of high-tech manufacturing. 
Additionally, having successfully run 

his own engineering and management consulting business since 2008, he 
has a wealth of operational experience in taking new-start technology 
companies on to high volume manufacturing. 

Dr Bernhard Kneer, 

Head of Product 

Systems Engineering, 

Carl Zeiss SMT GmbH 

Dr. Bernhard Kneer is the Head 
of Product Systems Engineering 
at Carl Zeiss SMT GmbH. He 
received his PhD in Physics from 
the University of Ulm in 1999 in 
the field of quantum optics. He 
started at Carl Zeiss in the 

Optical Design Department of the Lithography Optics Division and 
rotated to the Systems Engineering Department in 2004. He was the 
Lead Systems Engineer of the Starlith® 1700i from 2003 until 2008. 
Afterwards he was the Lead Systems Engineer of the High-NA EUV 
lithography optics until 2018.  

Benjamin Walden, 
Department for 
Digital, Culture, 
Media and Sport 

Ben is a senior policy advisor in the Department for Digital, Culture, Media 
and Sport, specialising in economic security and semiconductor supply 
chains policy.  



Douglas Paul, 
University of Glasgow 
 

Prof Douglas Paul is a Royal 
Academy of Engineering Chair in 
Emerging Technologies at the 
University of Glasgow. He was 
born and brought up in Greenock 
before studying Physics at the 
Cavendish Laboratory at the 
University of Cambridge. His 
early research work at Cambridge 

delivered the first Si/SiGe single electron transistors (now being used by 
Intel as qubits in their quantum computing research programme) and he 
undertook some of the first strained-Si MOSFET work in the 1990s along. 
He was one of the editors of the Technology Roadmap of European 
Nanoelectronics in 1999 which became the Future Emerging 
Technologies part of the International Technology Roadmap of 
Semiconductors (ITRS) in 2005. He has worked with IBM on their 65 nm 
CMOS development process and on moving to Glasgow was the first 
Director of the James Watt Nanofabrication Centre. Doug was the editor 
of the European Commission’s Sustainable ICT Strategic Research Agenda 
in 2016 and since his PhD has been working on a range of quantum 
devices for low power computation and sensing. He is a Fellow of the 
Royal Society of Edinburgh and the Institute of Physics and was recipient 
of the Institute of Physics President’s Medal in 2014. He has sat on a 
number of Government and international advisory committees including 
the Home Office Chemical Biological Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN) 
Scientific Advisory Committee, the NATO CBP panel and the MOD 
Defence Science Advisory Committee. He presently sits on the MOD 
Defence Science Expert Committee and a number of Cabinet Office 
national security committees. His present research uses micro-fabrication 
and nano-fabrication approaches to produce practical quantum 
technology systems for applications including position, navigation, 
timing, LiDAR, quantum imaging, memories, gravity imaging, sensing and 
secure communications.  

Team discussion, 
Diodes Inc 
 

Dr Victoria Roberts – Yield 
Engineering Group Leader, Victoria 
has 20+ industry experience 
starting as a process engineer to 
current role, responsible for 
overall silicon conversion. Primary 
drivers originated from assembly 
quality forums and metrics to 
internal site performance. Has 
been in current leadership role for 
18 months, has a team of six sigma 
engineers and responsible for the 
internal strategy and improvement 
plans. 
Mr Dave Butler – Process 
Engineering Manager, Dave also 
has 20+ years of industry 
experience. 
Mr David Ogden – Production 
Manager, David also has 20+ years 
of industry experience.  

John Tinson, ilika 

John Tinson (VP Sales) joined Ilika in 2018 to help define their µ-battery’s journey from lab 
to fab and onwards towards a planned launch in 2023.  

Prior to Ilika John was with Sondrel, an advanced chip design company and NMI member. 
Using a degree in Physics John has worked in a number of early stage technology 
companies covering developments in photonics, communications and lasers. 

Andy Worsick, EMS Particle Solutions 

Andy Worsick has extensive experience in the cleanroom and contamination control 
industries. He joined EMS in 2019, and brought with him a wealth of knowledge on both 
air and liquid particle counters as well as microbiological air samplers. He has sold and 
project managed the installation and validation of environmental monitoring systems, 
and is a well-respected expert in the field of cleanroom testing applications, having 
delivered many training courses on these subjects. 



Daniel Picado, 
Semiconductors 
Director and Plant 
Manager, Bourns 
Inc 
 
 

Daniel holds the position of 
Semiconductors Director 
and Plant Manager at 
Bourns Inc. He is a senior 
Leader with over 20 years of 
experience in 
semiconductor 
manufacturing  at world 
class facilities. Daniel spent 

Charles Sturman, 

Huawei 

Charles is responsible for 
International Marketing for 
HiSilicon (Huawei’s chipset 
business). Based in Cambridge 
UK, with responsibility for 
product strategy, go-to-market 
and business development in 
IoT, edge and smart devices 
fields. He is also a member of 

several industry organisations, such as AIOTI.eu, Silicon Catalyst, 
Cambridge Wireless and Techworks.  

Prior to HiSilicon, he led u-blox’ activities in the fast moving consumer 
IoT segment (wearables, smart-home and entertainment) following the 
acquisition of the ARM Software Radio spin-out Cognovo Ltd, where 
we was founder and EVP Sales & Marketing. Charles has held various 
positions in general management, product marketing, business 
development and system design within ARM, Motorola, TTPCom and 
Acorn Computers. 

 With 30 years of experience in VLSI, embedded systems and wireless 
communications, Charles is the author of more than ten papers and 
books. Educated at Southampton University, he holds a degree in 
Electronic Engineering and a Master’s in Information Engineering. 

Paul Northey, Nexperia 

Paul started his career in 1989 as a Design Engineer at Plessy 
Semiconductors, working on DSP and Image Compression devices for 
video telephony.  This followed up with a move to Nortel, where Paul led 
the hardware equipment design team – focused on high level 
cryptography.  This was followed by 20 years at Infineon Technologies 
where Paul became design centre manager and a R+D director on the UK 
board.  Paul is now R+D director at Nexperia [Newport] and is also 
responsible for Global Research 

Amar Abid-Ali, CSA Catapult 

As Chief Commercial Officer, Amar oversees the business development, 

DER-IC, strategic development, market research and intelligence teams, 

with a clear vision to drive the commercial adoption of Compound 

Semiconductors to solve the major challenges of Net Zero, Future Telecoms 

and Intelligent Sensing the UK. Amar previously led the European Vertical 

Markets and business development team for Future Electronics, 

specialising in RF, FPGAs, Embedded Processors and DSPs and Sensors.  



Caroline O’Brien 
Kubos Semiconductors 
 

A semiconductor industry specialist, 
Caroline O’Brien is CEO at Kubos 
Semiconductors and brings over 25 
years of experience in the technology 
sector, where she has developed a 
broad knowledge of working with VC-
backed businesses and blue-chip 
multinationals. She has held senior 
commercial and executive positions in 
several companies and start-ups, 
including HiWave Technologies plc, 
Pyreos and Oxford Semiconductor. 

Caroline has dedicated her career to 
developing ‘deep tech’ solutions with a 
focus on commercialising new 
technologies and products. She holds a 
B.Eng in Electronics and Electrical 
Engineering from Swansea University 
and an MBA from the University of 
Bath. 

Sean 

Redmond, 

Vertizan 

Limited 

Sean Redmond has 
over 35 years of 
experience in the 
semiconductor and 
software industries. 
Starting his career 

as a chip designer, he led two market leading design 
teams. Firstly in digital stereo sound for television and 
then the first embedded mobile phone chip with VLSI 
technology. Sean was VP Europe for Verisity Design Inc, 
taking them from a standing start to over 140 customer 
sites throughout Europe in 5 years. He instigated and led 
the strategic partnership with ARM, fueling Verisity’s 
meteoric rise and IPO of the year on Nasdaq. Following 
their acquisition by Cadence, Sean became VP & GM of 
Cadence EMEA, doubling its business in 3 years. As VP 
WW Sales and Marketing for ARC, he helped turn it cash 
flow positive, leading to the eventual sale to Synopsys. In 
2010 he founded and has been the CEO of Vertizan 
Limited, the developer of the Vitaq AI-driven Test 
Automation tool suite. Sean has recently worked closely 
with the UK government on industrial digital strategy, co-
chairing the ElecTech council and being a core member of 
the industrial digital leadership team. Sean has a BSc
(hons) in Electronic Engineering, an MSc in EE from Kings 
College, London and MBA from Henley Management 
College.  

NMI CONFERENCE 2022 
EXHIBITORS 

Alter Technology 

Busch 

CS Clean Solutions 

CS Connected 

ForrestBrown 

Horiba 

IC Resources 

Inficon 

Inseto 

Ion Beam Services 

Lynbond 

Megatech 

Micon 

PTW Europa 

Quartztec Europe 

RF Global Solutions 

RoodMicrotec 

Scanwel 

 

Sistem Technology 

SPS 

yieldHUB 

Zeiss 

https://ic-resources.com
https://www.micon-global.com
https://sistemtechnology.com/
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ABSTRACTS 

Daniel Picado, Bourns Inc. 

 

Presentation: Scrap reduction by improving 
“human errors” and organizational cadence 

Every manufacturing organization phases efficiency 
challenges on daily basis, they represent the core of 
how we drive continuous improvement. Considering 
that every failure is an opportunity, scrap is a constant 
source of ideas on how to improve. However more 
often than not, scrap trends are only analysed monthly 
and the reacted on based on the availability of 
resources. 

In Bourns LTD United Kingdom, we have changed that 
paradigm and establish mechanisms to review scrap 
based on outliers on a daily basis instead of just 
looking at the population mean. Every case is then 
analysed and acted upon by the shift leaders using 
Mistake-Proofing techniques, hence allowing process 
improvement that would prevent the wrongly called 
“Human Errors”. 

This approached allowed the organization to lower 
scrap by over 30% year over year. 

Diodes Inc 

 

Dr Victoria Roberts  /  Dave Butler  /  David 

Ogden  

Presentation: Yield Improvement  

Diodes has been on yield journey for many years, the acquisition 
of a new site and benchmarking brought a new found focus to 
our thought process. We will describe culture changes, systems 
and procedure changes to gain control and drive improvements 
which have been contrary to recent thinking of developing 
people, responsibility and ownership.  

 

Jonathan Kenny, Analog 

Devices 

 

Presentation: Enterprise Versus 
Operational Excellence – ADI Shingo 

Evolution  

ADI Limerick was the first semiconductor 
plant in the World to be recognised as a 
Shingo Silver Site in 2019. Our contribution 
focuses on our journey and how we engaged 
with all functional Groups onsite to achieve 
this standard. 

As with all things , the world moves on and 
pressures on the Supply change have forced 
us to revisit our strategy and adapt our 
program to meet the needs of 2022. The 
presentation will focus on the need to 
reshape our program and will give  an insight 
to the challenges faced , and the 
opportunities to move the model and its 
principals to the next phase – Focused 
Operational Excellence delivering growth and 
profitability in a challenging Semiconductor 

John Tinson, ilika 

 

Presentation: The deposition of 

solid state battery material onto 

6” glass wafers – Stereax 

Ilika is an AIM listed battery technology 
company pioneering the creation of thin film 
solid state cells by co-evaporating and 
sputtering electrodes on glass wafer 
substrates. The resulting dies undergo a 
SDBG (stealth dice before grind) process to 
then be stacked, creating higher storage 
capacity batteries. Attributes of these 
batteries are long cycle life and high charge 
and discharge capability. They are seen as an 
enabling technology for an upcoming 
generation of size reduced AIMD (active 
implanted medical devices) as may be used 
in areas such as neurostimulation, smart 
orthopaedics and cardio sensing. 



Douglas Paul, University of Glasgow 

 

Presentation: Practical Quantum 

Technologies Aiming to Solve Real 

World Challenges 

The UK was the first to start a Quantum Technology 
Programme in 2014 and now £1 Bn has been 
invested over 10 years which has since been 
followed by investments of over $10 Bn (USD) 
government funding globally with investment 
funding for quantum startups since 2020 surpassing 
$3 Bn. While some countries and companies are 
focusing on quantum computing, the wider 
quantum technology programme in the UK has the 
majority of funding aiming to develop supply chains 
and solutions for both national security and civilian 
markets. I will demonstrate work to build a UK 
supply chain for single photon LiDAR systems for 
applications from military rangefinding and rail 
infrastructure monitoring to connected and 
autonomous vehicle LiDAR where global markets 
are predicted to be $6 Bn by 2024 and $28 Bn by 
2032 by Yole Development. No present automotive 
LiDAR systems commercially available meet the 
performance requirements of the automotive 
sector and I will show examples of imaging through 
obscurants using single photon approaches that 
demonstrate significantly higher performance. I will 
also show the use of MEMS technology with 
miniature photonic integrated circuits and 
components to build a range of different quantum 
technology sensors including magnetometers, 
gravimeters and atomic clocks. I will provide 
examples of the applications and markets theses 
technologies have the potential to address 
including position, navigation and timing solutions 
for national security, communications (fibre 
networks, 5G, 6G) and autonomous vehicles. I will 
also provide some examples of the use of the 
MEMS magnetometers in 
magnetoencephalography healthcare research 
aimed at finding better diagnosis and treatments 
for different forms of dementia including 
Altzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases. 

David Clark, Clas-SiC 

 

Presentation: Advanced SiC 

Technology to Enable the Shift to 

Green Energy  

The talk will begin by describing how power 
semiconductor demand is outstripping supply, with 
growth now increasing exponentially as the 
technology is adopted through green energy 
initiatives such as Net Zero, in sectors such as 
Automotive, Rail, Wind, PV & Aviation. With Silicon 
Carbide (SiC) offering efficient solutions for these 
applications, this provided the motivation for the 
start-up of Clas-SiC Wafer Fab. A short summary of 
the capabilities of the Clas-SiC Wafer Fab staff and 
manufacturing facilities will follow. Navigation of 
the start-up and development journey, intersected 
by COVID will then be outlined. The main 
challenges and how they were overcome will be 
described and Clas-SiC’s achievements and 
resultant offerings summarised. Finally, a summary 
of Clas-SiC’s future plans will be presented.  

Benjamin Walden, Department for 
Digital, Culture, Media and Sport 

 

Presentation: HMG’s Approach to the 

UK Semiconductor Sector  

Ben will discuss HMG’s vision for the future of the 
semiconductor sector, setting out an ambition to 
protect and grow our existing strengths, ensure 
that the UK can continue to get access to the chips 
it needs, and trust the chips it uses.  

 

Paul Northey, Department for 
Digital, Culture, Media and Sport 

 

Presentation: Power Semiconductor 

technology and its contribution to 

NETZERO 

We are at a pivotal point to drive our NETZERO 
objectives, efficiency of power semiconductor 
devices can be a significant contributor to achieve 
these objectives. New wide band gap materials 
GaN, SiC and more advanced materials can help 
achieve high efficiency. Utilising efficient PEMD in 
motor drive in a wide variety of applications at 
home, industry, automotive, shipping and aviation. 
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https://www.rfglobalsolutions.co.uk/


https://www.roodmicrotec.com/
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https://www.sps-international.com/


https://www.yieldhub.com/
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Integrated global supply of the most advanced 

metalorganic chemistry for deposition 

 
www.pegasuschemicals.com 

SPECIALIST CHEMISTRY TO SUPPORT INNOVATION    

http://pegasuschemicals.com/
https://pegasuschemicals.com
http://pegasuschemicals.com


Welcome to the 10th edition of the NMI directory. I would like to 

personally thank you for your continued support throughout the 

past year. Despite the challenges we all faced, NMI continues to 

grow in numbers, and we are still one of the longest standing 

associations representing the semiconductor industry in the UK. 

In addition to us celebrating our 25th anniversary, highlights 

from 2021 were our two main conferences, including the NMI 

Conference held virtually in April, attracting 160 delegates from 

across the country. 

We also held our annual NMI Meet and Greet in Wales in November. This was a huge 

success amongst members and non-members alike, bringing together key stakeholders 

in our industry with 161 people attending. In addition, we attended SEMICON EUROPA 

alongside a selection of our NMI members which was a fantastic networking 

opportunity.  I’d also like to take this opportunity to thank all our generous sponsors and 

guest speakers for making our events so memorable.  

Now we are transitioning out of the pandemic, I’ll look forward to many more face-to-

face interactions and working with you through collaboration, knowledge-sharing, and 

networking, which are just some of the many benefits of being an NMI member. 

Wishing you all continued success throughout 2022. 

 

 

 
Director, NMI 
NMI is a membership service of TechWorks Hub Limited 

 

Introduction 

The NMI is the premier trade association representing Electronic 

Systems Microelectronics and Semiconductor Communities. We are 

primarily focused in the UK and  Ireland. Its objective is to help build 

and support a strong electronics community by acting as a catalyst 
and facilitator for both commercial and technological development. 

Our members benefit from their participation and collaboration with 

each   other. The NMI has a membership that spans the supply chain 

and includes electronic systems, fabless semiconductor 

manufacturers, semiconductor manufacturers, suppliers, foundries, 

design services, IP providers, business associates, research and 

academic institutions. 

If you are interested in finding out more about NMI and its activities - 
please visit www.nmi.org.uk and for all membership enquiries, please 

email Jillian directly at: jilian.hughes@techworks.org.uk  

https://www.nmi.org.uk
mailto:jilian.hughes@techworks.org.uk


http://thermcosystems.com/


http://sistemtechnology.com/


Benefits of being a 

member of the NMI 

Supplier Group 

include - 

 Invitations to participate in 
exhibitions at manufacturing 
sites and NMI technical 
conferences 

 Preferential rates to attend and 
exhibit at international trade 
shows 

 Opportunities to attend 
business networking events 
where knowledge is shared and 
business opportunities can be 
explored 

 Trade body representation 
within the Electronics industry 
at local and national 
Government levels 

 Inclusion in this NMI Directory 
which is available as a pdf on 
our website and as part of our 
NMI Conference Proceedings 

 

 

THE NMI SUPPLIER GROUP 

ADVISING AND PROMOTING 

GOVERNMENT GRANTS 

LIASING WITH EUROPEAN 

GROUPS 

LINKING SUPPLIERS TO 

CUSTOMERS 

EXPLORING NEW BUSINESS 

OPPORTUNITIES 

SHARING INDUSTRY 

INTELLIGENCE 

DEMONSTRATING 

CAPABILITY 

PROMOTE  BOTH LOCALLY & 

INTERNATIONALLY 

If you are a supplier and would like to 

join us then please contact  :  

 

info@techworks.org.uk 

 

mailto:info@techworks.org.uk
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TECHWORKS AWARDS  2021 

NMI wish to congratulate 
our companies who were 
shortlisted in 2021 within 
our sector.  
 
 

Manufacturing Supplier of the Year 
 

Maintaining a higher performing  infrastructure is 

essential to support a healthy electronics sector 

within the UK. The top suppliers were identified by 

asking our manufacturing sites to rate all 

TechWorks Supplier members in the following 

areas: 
 

 Customer Responsiveness  

 Quality of Products  

 Criticality of Product to Business 

 Continuous Improvement Activities to Improve  

 Products or Services 
 
Winners : SPTS Technologies  

 

SPTS  designs, manufactures, sells, and supports 

etch, PVD, CVD and MVD capital equipment, 

providing advanced wafer processing technologies 

and solutions for the semiconductor and 

microelectronics industry 

 

 
Manufacturing Site of the Year 
 
Winners: HORIBA  

 

HORIBA won the award  due to a multitude of 

continuous improvements in their product, 

processes and employee welfare systems which 

made them standout winners for this award. 

 

Manufacturing Supplier 

of the Year Nominees 

Manufacturing Site of 

the Year Nominees 



http://ptwsingapore.com/


http://zeiss.com/microscopy
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Aesin 

Alter Technology TUV NORD UK Ltd 

Analog Devices 

Bourns Inc. 

Broadex Technologies 

Busch (UK) Ltd 

CENSIS 

Charntec Electronics Ltd 

Clas-SiC Wafer Fab Ltd 

ClassOne Technology 

Compound Semiconductor Centre 

CPS Europe 

CSA Catapult 

CS Clean Systems 

Deptec 

Diodes Inc  

Dynex Semiconductor Limited 

EMS Particle Solutions 

Epivalence 

Exception PCB Limited 

ForrestBrown Ltd 

Fourteen Technology 

Heriot-Watt Universtiy 

HORIBA UK 

Huawei Technologies R&D UK LTD 

ICAM Engineering 

Icemos Technology Limited 

IIVI Compound Semiconductors 

Ilika Technologies Ltd 

INFICON Ltd 

Infinitesima Limited 

Inseto 

Ion Beam Services (UK) Limited 

IQE Europe Ltd 

Keysight Technologies UK Limited 

 
 

KMG Ultra Pure Chemicals  

Littelfuse  

Logos Logistics 

Lumentum  

Lynbond 2000 

Megatech 

Memsstar 

Nexperia  

Nordson X-Ray 

Oxford RF Solutions Ltd 

Pegasus Chemicals Ltd 

Plessey  

PMT (GB) Ltd 

PTW Europa GmbH 

Quartztec Europe  

Retronix Semiconductor 

RF Global Solutions 

RF Support 

Savantech Limited 

Scanwel 

Scotech 

Seagate Technology (Ireland) 

Semefab Limited 

Semiconductor Technology Ltd 

SemiTechnology Ltd 

Shin-Etsu Handotai Europe Ltd  

Simple Technical Solutions 

Sistem Technology 

Sivers Photonics Ltd 

Solid State Disks Ltd 

SPS Europe 

SPTS Technologies 

Strem Chemicals 

Swansea University 

Thermco Systems Limited 

U4 Global Solutions 

Wafer Technology Limited 

YieldHub  

Zeiss 

Zuken UK Ltd 

       INDEX 
               Click on a link 



ANALYTICAL TOOLS AND SERVICES 

Charntec Electronics Ltd, EMS, HORIBA,  

Infinitesima, KMG Electronic Chemicals Inc, 

McLaren Applied, PMT (GB) Ltd, U4 Global 
Solutions, yieldHUB, Zeiss 

 

 

CLEANROOM CONSUMABLES 

CS Clean Systems, EMS, Lynbond, PMT (GB) 

Ltd 

 

 
CLEANROOM SERVICES & FACILITIES 

CS Clean Systems, EMS, IceMOS Technology, 

Logos Logistics, memsstar, PMT (GB) Ltd,  

Retronix Semiconductor, SiSTEM 

Technology, SPS  

 

 

CONSULTANCY SERVICES 
CS Clean Systems, EMS, iCAM Engineering, 

IceMOS Technology, IBS, KMG Electronic 

Chemicals Inc, Logos Logistics, Megatech, RF 

Global Solutions, RF Support, Savantech, U4 

Global Solutions 

 

 

ELECTRONICS COMPONENT 
MANUFACTURING 

Bourns Inc, Diodes Inc, IceMOS Technology, 

Littelfuse, McLaren Applied, Nexperia, 

Plessey, PMT (GB) Ltd, Semefab, Sivers 

Photonics, Solid State Disks 

 

 

EQUIPMENT SALES AND REFURBISHMENT 
Charntec Electronics Ltd, Concept Part 

Solutions Inc, CS Clean Systems, EMS, 

Fourteen Technology, HORIBA, iCAM 

Engineering, Infinitesima, IBS, Megatech, 

memsstar, PMT (GB) Ltd, Quartztec Europe, 

RF Global Solutions, RF Support, Scotech, 

Semiconductor Technology Ltd, SiSTEM 

Technology, Solid State Disks, SPS, SPTS, 
Thermco Systems, U4 Global Solutions, 

Zeiss 

  

CATEGORIES EQUIPMENT SPARES, INSTRUMENTATION & 

CONSUMABLES 

Charntec Electronics Ltd, Concept Part 

Solutions Inc, CS Clean Systems, EMS, HORIBA, 
iCAM Engineering, Inseto, IBS, Megatech, 

memsstar, PMT (GB) Ltd, Quartztec Europe,  

Retronix Semiconductor, RF Support, Scotech, 

Semiconductor Technology Ltd, SiSTEM 

Technology, Solid State Disks, SPS, SPTS, 

Thermco Systems, U4 Global Solutions 

     

 
EQUIPMENT SUPPORT SERVICES 

Charntec Electronics Ltd, Concept Part 

Solutions Inc, CS Clean Systems, EMS, HORIBA, 

IceMOS Technology, Infinitesima, Inseto, IBS, 

Logos Logistics, Megatech, memsstar,  Retronix 

Semiconductor, RF Global Solutions, RF 

Support, Scotech, Semiconductor Technology 

Ltd, SiSTEM Technology, Solid State Disks, SPTS, 
Thermco Systems, U4 Global Solutions 

     

  

MARKETING SERVICES 

U4 Global Solutions 

 

 

MATERIALS/CHEMICALS 
EpiValence, iCAM Engineering, IceMOS 

Technology, Inseto, IQE, KMG Electronic 

Chemicals Inc, Pegasus Chemicals , PMT (GB) 

Ltd, Quartztec Europe, Scotech, Shin-Etsu, SPS, 

STREM Chemicals UK 

 

 

OUTSOURCED CLEANROOM SERVICES (STAFF, 
PROCESSES) 

IceMOS Technology, IQE,  Retronix 

Semiconductor, RF Support, Sivers Photonics  

 

 

PACKAGING 

Exception PCB, iCAM Engineering, IceMOS 

Technology, Inseto, Logos Logistics, Pegasus 
Chemicals  

 

 

PASSIVE COMPONENTS 

Sivers Photonics 

 

 



PHOTO MASKS 

EMS, IceMOS Technology, PMT (GB) Ltd, 

Semiconductor Technology Ltd, Sivers Photonics 

 
 

R&D SERVICES 

CENSIS, EMS, EpiValence, iCAM Engineering, 

IceMOS Technology, Infinitesima, IBS, IQE, KMG 

Electronic Chemicals Inc , Lumentum, McLaren 

Applied, memsstar, Pegasus Chemicals, 

Quartztec Europe, Semiconductor Technology 

Ltd, SiSTEM Technology, Sivers Photonics  
 

 

RECRUITMENT SERVICES 

Retronix Semiconductor  

 

 

RELIABILITY TEST 

Charntec Electronics Ltd, EMS, Sivers Photonics 
 

 

RF RELATED SERVICES 

EMS, RF Support 

 

 

SOFTWARE AND AUTOMATION 

Charntec Electronics Ltd, EMS, McLaren Applied, 
PMT (GB) Ltd, Savantech, Semiconductor 

Technology Ltd, SiSTEM Technology, U4 Global 

Solutions 

 

 

TESTING 

Charntec Electronics Ltd, EMS, iCAM Engineering, 

McLaren Applied, PMT (GB) Ltd, Semiconductor 
Technology Ltd, Sivers Photonics, U4 Global 

Solutions 

 

 

TRAINING 

EMS, KMG Electronic Chemicals Inc, memsstar, 

RF Global Solutions, Semiconductor Technology 

Ltd 
 

 

VACUUM RELATED EQUIPMENT & SERVICES 

Busch (UK), CS Clean Systems, HORIBA, iCAM 

Engineering, IceMOS Technology, Megatech, 

memsstar, RF Support, Scanwel, Scotech, SiSTEM 

Technology, U4 Global Solutions 

  
 



 

 

The great achievements of compound semiconductor material products over 

the past 20 years are very clear, providing some wonderful and significant 

advances in technology, which impact our daily lives. Paradoxically, while the 

end product offers great benefits the manufacturing process still remains 

costly and undesirable, both environmentally and sustainably. 

While it is impossible to modify the compound semiconductor manufacturing process, 

due to the risk of product impacts and yield in a tightly controlled margin industry, 

there exists opportunity to reduce total production cost and improve yield through 

improvement to the ancillary support maintenance process. 

The Aesin ReClean offers that opportunity. 

Helping Solve the 

Semiconductor 

Paradox 

Telephone Via the website 

Email  info@aesin.com 

Website aesin.com  

  INDEX 

mailto:info@aesin.com
http://aesin.com


Alter Technology UK is a sub-contract packaging 

assembly provider for Microelectronic and Photonics 

Semiconductor devices such as ASICs, MEMS, Sensors, 

Laser diodes and VCSELs. 

Our Fast Turn prototyping service helps customers 

with rapid evaluation of new designs, reducing cost and accelerating time to market 

before ramping volume production. 

For volume run-rate production, our state of the art, automated assembly equipment 

can support millions of dies per year and now includes a plastic encapsulation capability 

for QFN packages. 

Custom package designs are supported by our development engineering group 

including the thermal, mechanical and optical considerations for your device. 

Alter UK has an ISO 7 cleanroom and are certified to ISO9001 and EN9100 quality 

management systems. 

In 2021 Alter Technology 

announced a €6m investment in a 

Photonics Design Centre, located 

in Scotland, which will focus on 

supporting the Group’s 

development of highly integrated, 

miniaturised and robust photonic 

products to be used in quantum-

enabled positioning, navigation 

Applications 

•Plastic encapsulated QFN 

•Flip Chip 
•Chip on Board 

•Image Sensor Assembly 

•Photonic IC and Laser 

Packaging 

•RF and Microwave 

•MEMS 

SERVICES 

•R&D 
•Fast Prototyping 
•Custom Package Design and 
Modelling 
•Process Development 
•Automated Volume 
Manufacturing 
•Flight Module Assembly 

Telephone +44 (0)1506 403550  

Email  matt.booker@uk.altertechnology.com  

Website altertechnology-group.com  

  INDEX 

mailto:matt.booker@uk.altertechnology.com
http://altertechnology-group.com


We’re leaders in converting 

real-world phenomena into 

insight that transforms our 

customers’ industries.  

 
Bridging the physical and digital world for breakthrough innovation 

Analog Devices converts real-world phenomena into actionable insight, fundamentally 

impacting how leading companies will change the future. 

 

Vital insights that shape your next breakthrough 

From autonomous transport to healthcare, our customers are able to innovate when 

they can harness the right data and insight. We convert real-world phenomena into 

actionable insight that enables our customers to transform their industries. 

At Analog Devices, we create unmatched technologies and solutions to solve our 

customers' problems in instrumentation, automation, communications, healthcare, 

automotive and numerous other industries.  

Telephone +353-61-302263  

Email  Via the website 

Website analog.com 

  INDEX 

http://analog.com


Bourns is a leading 

manufacturer and supplier 

of circuit protection 

solutions.  

The facility in Bedford 

manufacture semiconductor 

components which serve the 

power conditioning and surge 

protection markets. Including 

battery management, medical 

device protection, office, mobile 

and communications 

infrastructure.  Our products are 

found in a variety of applications 

including Electric Vehicles, 5G 

infrastructure, Power 

Networks,  RS485 and LED 

protection. 

This local facility hosts an 

excellent engineering team to be 

able to support growing 

innovation on new products.  

The company, with worldwide headquarters in Riverside, California, USA and nine other 

facilities around the world has continued growing through acquisitions and start-ups. 

Product lines now include precision potentiometers, panel controls, encoders, resistor/

capacitor networks, chip resistors/arrays, inductors, transformers, resettable fuses, 

thyristor-based overvoltage protectors, line feed resistors, gas discharge tubes, telephone 

station protectors, 5-pin protectors, industrial signal, irrigation and petroleum protectors, 

CATV coax protectors, signal data protectors, indoor and outdoor POT splitters, network 

interface devices, and integrated circuits. 

Bourns, Inc. serves a broad range of markets, including telecommunications, computer, 

industrial, instrumentation, automotive, consumer, audio, and medical.  

ELECTRONICS COMPONENT MANUFACTURING 

Telephone +44 1234 223001  

Email  information@bourns.com  

Website bourns.com 

  INDEX 

mailto:information@bourns.com
http://bourns.com


As new communication 

technologies and 

systems such as 5G, 

cloud and IoT change 

people’s lives, we create 

the innovative 

components needed to 

achieve the data rates 

and network capacity 

vital for a connected 

future. 

The latest developments in 

telecommunications and data 

communications rely on 

advanced optoelectronic 

components. As a leading 

provider of these 

components, we design, develop and mass produce a wide range of passive and active 

fiber-optic products for long-haul, metro and access networks, wireless networks, and 

datacenter optics. 

As we focus on providing advanced optoelectronic products to the fiber-connected 

world, we will continue to aim for the highest levels of innovation and technological 

leadership. Each and every day, Broadex Technologies strives to innovate and better 

serve customers in the pursuit of ever faster and ubiquitous fiber optical 

communications.  

Telephone +44 506 426000  

Email  sales@broadex-tech.co.uk  

Website en.broadex-tech.com 

  INDEX 

mailto:sales@broadex-tech.co.uk
http://en.broadex-tech.com


VACUUM RELATED EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES    

Busch (UK) Ltd is part of the 
global Busch Group – one of 
the largest manufacturers of 
vacuum pumps, blowers and 
low overpressure 
compressors in the world. 

Specifically for the Semiconductor 
market, we offer a comprehensive 
level of support in the following key 
areas.  

 

Service: Service and repair of all the 

main manufacturers’ vacuum pumps 
and products that are found within 
semiconductor tools and processes 
at our dedicated service centre in 
East Kilbride. Starting with dedicated 
collection, through to 
Decontaminations, strip and assessment, through to rebuild, testing and leak detection, 
we utilise the latest technologies such as 3D CMM (coordinated measuring machine) 
measuring arms to ensure parts are within tolerance for re-use or replacement, for the 
right first-time service support.  

 

Service exchange programme:: We stock most key products found within 

semiconductor processes from leading manufacturers to ensure seamless support in 
the case of unexpected pump failure. 
 
Our field-based service team can also provide local support and service for products 
typically found on central vacuum systems.  
 

Stock:  We maintain a comprehensive stock level of semiconductor vacuum pumps and 

pump sets, spare parts, and service kits, for our own and other manufacturers’ pumps, 
and the associated components and fittings to join pumps to installed systems.  
 

Abatement Systems: We offer a range of technical solutions for processes requiring 

abatement systems.  
 

Systemised Solutions: In addition to providing long term trials to prove the 

performance of our vacuum pumps as alternatives to those currently installed, we also 
have solutions based on complete vacuum systems such as those found in central 
vacuum applications like pick and place. 
 

Telephone +44 (0)1952 677432  

Email  sales@busch.co.uk 

Website buschvacuum.com 

  INDEX 

mailto:sales@busch.co.uk
http://buschvacuum.com
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R&D SERVICES 

CENSIS is a not-for-profit Innovation 

Centre established to support private 

businesses and public sector 

organisations to accelerate the pace 

of innovation by 

exploiting sensing, imaging and Intern

et of Things (IoT) technologies. 

In taking advantage of these enabling 

technologies, you will gather real-time 

information to help you make better informed 

business decisions to: 

 Develop new products and services 

 Improve operational effectiveness 

 Improve competitiveness, cost reductions 

and profitability 

 

We work with all types of organisations, from 

large multinationals and public sector bodies, 

to SMEs, including high tech, pre-revenue start

-ups.   

We also support collaborative R&D projects 

and industrial PhDs to both develop the skills 

base and generate new technologies. 

Telephone +44 141 330 3876  

Email  Contact via the website  

Website censis.org.uk  

  INDEX 

http://censis.org.uk


ANALYTICAL TOOLS & SERVICES  -  EQUIPMENT SALES AND REFURBISHMENT - EQUIPMENT 
SPARES, INSTRUMENTATION & CONSUMABLES  - EQUIPMENT SUPPORT SERVICES  -  

RELIABILITY TEST  - SOFTWARE & AUTOMATION - TESTING 

Telephone +44  2380 642571 

Email  info@charntec.co.uk  

Website charntecelectronics.com 

Charntec Electronics provides sales 

and service support to 

manufacturers in the 

semiconductor, and allied industries 

based in the UK, Ireland and Europe. 

Our extensive product range including wafer 

handling and measurement, mechanical 

device handling, precision motion control and 

environmental equipment supplies the 

semiconductor, optoelectronics, display, 

MEMS, and optical coating industries as well 

providing analysis and design to the research 

and development community. 

Charntec also offers a range of consumable 

supplies such as plain and conductive silicon 

sponge sheets and adhesives. 

Charntec Electronics Ltd provides an 

extensive product range includes single and 

bulk wafer handling, thin film and optical 

wafer  measurements, mechanical packaged 

semiconductor  device handling, precision 

motion stages and controls and 

environmental equipment.  With our 

extensive range of products we supply the 

semiconductor, optoelectronics, display, 

MEMS, and optical coating industries as well 

providing analysis and design tools to the 

research and development community. 

Our product range includes, but 

is not limited to the following: 

 

 Thin Film and Metrology Tools: 
 Film Thickness and Refractive 

Index Measurements. 
 Ellipsometry. 
 Line Width and Trench 

Measurements. 
 Bulk Wafer Handling Systems. 
 Wafer Loading and Aligning 

Systems. 
 Device Handling Systems: 
 Pick and Place Handlers. 
 Gravity Feed Handlers. 
 Rotary and Bowl Feed 

Handlers. 
 Wafer Inspection Systems. 
 Wafer I.D. Reading Systems. 
 Precision Stages and Motion 

Control Systems. 
 XYZ and Rotation Stages. 
 MEMS Systems. 
 Temperature Forcing Systems. 
 Laser Marking Systems. 

 
Clean Room Accessories 
including: 
 
 Flat/Notch Aligners 
 Wafer Escalators. 
 Single Wafer Lifters. 
 PI Device Contacts and 

Sockets. 

  INDEX 

mailto:info@charntec.co.uk
http://charntecelectronics.com


Telephone +44 (0)1592 373601   

Email  info@clas-sic.com   

Website clas-sic.com 

Clas-SiC Wafer Fab is the world’s first dedicated 

open foundry to manufacture Silicon Carbide 

power semi-conductors. We operate from our 

custom built and fully fitted out Class 100 clean 

room facility, with state of the art 150mm 

semiconductor manufacturing equipment. 

Silicon Carbide (SiC) wafer and compound 

semiconductor technology is fast emerging as the 

key enabler in smaller, lighter and more energy 

efficient power systems of the future. Growth has 

historically resulted from adoption of SiC diodes, 

and more recently MOSFETS in renewable energy 

applications, and greener more efficient air 

conditioning systems. Demand is outstripping 

supply with growth set to increase exponentially 

as the technology is adopted across global 

initiatives for more electric transportation to 

include Automotive, Rail and Commercial Aviation. 

  INDEX 

mailto:info@clas-sic.com
http://clas-sic.com
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Telephone +49 151 64 595 002  

Email  wattenberger@ClassOne.com  

Website classone.com 

 

Delivering new advanced, high-

performance systems specifically 

for ≤200mm wafer manufacturing.  

 

 

Advanced performance for an underserved 

market 

ClassOne Technology was founded in 2013, in Kalispell, Montana, with a specific and very 

important mission: We set out to fill a critical need in the semiconductor industry – to 

deliver advanced, high-performance electroplating and wet surface preparation equipment 

for all the users who work on 200mm and smaller wafers. For years, the big system 

manufacturers had left them behind and weren’t giving them any new equipment. So, 

ClassOne chose to focus on these users specifically – to provide the new tools they were 

asking for.  

Working with the industry’s leading fabs 

In a relatively short span of time, ClassOne has become the industry’s preferred 

semiconductor equipment manufacturer of new, high-performance ECD and surface prep 

equipment for ≤200mm 

manufacturers. We design, build, 

and deliver advanced single-wafer 

tools for process development and 

volume production, as well as 

batch spray solvent tools, spin 

rinse dryers, and more. 

A UNIQUE COMPANY 
WITH A UNIQUE 
MISSION 
A semiconductor 

equipment manufacturer 

 

 

  INDEX 

mailto:wattenberger@ClassOne.com
http://classone.com


Telephone +44 2920 021 921  

Email  csc@compoundsemicentre.com  

Website compoundsemiconductorcentre.com 

The Compound Semiconductor Centre 

(CSC) was formed in August 2015 as a 

joint venture between IQE plc, the world 

leading supplier of advanced compound 

semiconductor wafer products, and 

Cardiff University, one of the Britain's 

leading research universities.  

The CSC will build on research undertaken at Cardiff University's Institute for Compound 

Semiconductor to develop innovative new materials technologies that will enable a wide 

range of new and emerging applications. 

The aim is to provide a complete capability value chain from high-end, World-class 

research and development through product and process innovation to high value, large-

scale manufacturing. 

The CSC provides an essential pillar to span the so-called "valley of death" on the 

Technology Readiness Leavel (TRL) scale. 

CSC will be Europe's first prototyping facility allowing businesses and academics to 

demonstrate new technologies based on compound semiconductor materials that will 

be production ready - allowing rapid routes to market for entrepreneurs and technology 

leaders. 

The Centre will also facilitate a wide range of training and skills development to support a 

growing infrastructure around compound semiconductor based technologies. 

  INDEX 

mailto:csc@compoundsemicentre.com
http://compoundsemiconductorcentre.com


 
Concept Part 

Solutions, Inc. (CPS) 

was founded in 

2007 as an OEM 

support company 

dedicated to 

maturing product 

portfolios.  

CPS is Lam Research’s 

only authorized and 

licensed partner for the 

Novellus Concept One, 

GaSonics and Speedfam/

IPEC CMP equipment lines and is empowered to provide OEM Spare Parts, Upgrades, 

Service, and Engineering support for these toolsets. This unique, non-competitive 

partnership perpetuates streamlined and focused attention on these maturing 

products. We are committed to this relationship and have made it our mission to 

represent this partnership as a business unit of 

the OEM. 

We continually strive at every level of our 

operation for perfection. 

CPS has grown to become a global organization 

of dedicated, experienced individuals. Each area 

of expertise is staffed with former OEM 

employees of the same field that have a wealth 

of knowledge to share with our customers. 

CPS is a global company founded on the 

principles of quality, integrity and respect. We 

continually strive at every level of our operation 

for perfection. We are dedicated to providing a 

service that exceed our customer’s expectations. 

This is achieved by working with our customers 

as partners and a continuous review of 

deliverables. All aspects of our operation and 

business systems are subject to review and 

continuous improvement to maintain efficiency, 

satisfy compliance requirements, and uphold 

our standard of excellence. 

EQUIPMENT SALES & REFURBISHMENT  - EQUIPMENT SPARES, INSTRUMENTATION & 

CONSUMABLES  - EQUIPMENT SUPPORT SERVICES   

Telephone +44 (0)141 411 0090  

Email  info.eu@conceptpartsolutions.com  

Website conceptpartsolutions.com  

  INDEX 

mailto:info.eu@conceptpartsolutions.com
http://conceptpartsolutions.com


Telephone +44 (0)1633 373121 

Email  collaboration@csa.catapult.org.uk 

Website csa.catapult.org.uk 

Since 2018, the Catapult has built a 

team of nearly 100 Talented employees, 

developed a state-of-the-art  Innovation 

Centre and initiated over £100m in 

projects. 

  INDEX 

mailto:collaboration@csa.catapult.org.uk
http://csa.catapult.org.uk


EXHAUST GAS TREATMENT 

At CS Clean Systems (UK) Ltd., 
we are the UK and ROI 
Distributors for CS CLEAN 
SOLUTIONS® and have 
over 20 years of experience in 
the semiconductor 
industry as your reliable 
partner for exhaust gas 
treatment, with a primary focus 
on dry bed absorption. In 
addition to the silicon and 
compound semiconductor 
industries, we also serve the 
photovoltaic, MEMS and other 
high-tech industries. 

 
Key Advantages; 

 Safe, dry chemical 
conversion of toxic gases to 
stable solids 

 Proprietary 
CLEANSORB® media 

 No handling of toxic waste 
for customer 

CLEANROOM CONSUMABLES  - CLEANROOM SERVICES & FACILITIES  - CONSULTANCY 
SERVICES - EQUIPMENT SALES & REFURBISHMENT - EQUIPMENT SUPPORT SERVICES  - 

VACUUM RELATED EQUIPMENT & SERVICES 

GAS DETECTION 

At CS Clean Systems (UK) Ltd., we are 
also the UK Distributors for New 
Cosmos – BIE Gas Detection 
Equipment, offering expertise for the 
most demanding applications in the 
silicon and semiconductor, 
photovoltaic, MEMS, automotive and 
other industries. 

  

Key Advantages; 

 Proprietary sensor technology 
with unique cross-sensitivity 
capabilities 

 Detection of toxic, pyrophoric, 
oxygen and combustible gases 

 Sensor recovery after large 
exposure to toxic gas 

 Installation, commissioning and 
calibration services 

Telephone +44 (0) 24 7671 2555 

Email  sales@csclean.co.uk  

Website csclean.com 

  INDEX 

mailto:sales@csclean.co.uk
http://csclean.com
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Deptec was founded in 

2004 to provide 

refurbished Varian PVD 

Systems, including the 

3180/3190, 3290 and XM-

90 systems as well as the 

Novellus Concept 1 and 2 

PECVD Systems. 

Over the years we have 

developed many upgrades to 

these legacy systems to keep 

them running smoothly and 

updated to the latest 

technology. 

In 2014 Deptec developed its own 

unique PVD system, The EVOS, and 

entered the OEM arena. We now have 

multiple systems installed helping to 

produce devices used in the latest 

medical and communications products. 

We continue to innovate with continuous 

R&D programs developing the next 

generation off equipment and upgrades. 

Telephone +44 (0)1506239600  

Email  Via the website 

Website deptec.com 

  INDEX 

http://deptec.com


Diodes Incorporated (Nasdaq: DIOD), a 
Standard and Poor's Smallcap 600 and 
Russell 3000 Index company, is a leading 
global manufacturer and supplier of high-
quality application-specific standard 
products within the broad discrete, logic, 
analog, and mixed-signal semiconductor 
markets. Diodes serves the consumer 
electronics, computing, communications, 
industrial, and automotive markets. 

Our products include diodes; rectifiers; transistors; MOSFETs; GPP bridges; GPP 

rectifiers; protection devices; function-specific arrays; single gate logic; amplifiers and 

comparators; Hall-effect and temperature sensors; power management devices, 

including AC-DC converters and controllers, DC-DC switching and linear voltage 

regulators, voltage references, and LED drivers; along with special-function devices, such 

as USB power switches, load switches, voltage supervisors, and motor controllers. 

Diodes also has timing, connectivity, switching, and signal integrity solutions for high-

speed signals. 

ELECTRONICS COMPONENT MANUFACTURING 

Telephone +1  972-987-3900  

Email  Via the website 

Website diodes.com 

  INDEX 

http://diodes.com


Dynex Semiconductor Ltd has a rich history in the 

design, development and production of High 

Power Semiconductor modules and Power 

Assemblies.  

 

Throughout the years, Dynex products have been 

applied in projects that vary from transportation, 

power grid, renewables, industrial, equipment and 

specialist applications for customers in Europe, US 

and the rapidly growing Far Eastern markets. 

 

The Power Semiconductor and Power Assemblies 

operation is located in Lincoln, England, 

manufacturing a range of high power IGBT 

modules, Bipolar capsule devices and power 

assemblies. 

 

Telephone +44 (0)1522 500 500  

Email  contactus@dynexsemi.com  

Website dynexsemi.com 

  INDEX 

mailto:contactus@dynexsemi.com
http://dynexsemi.com
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Established in Ireland in 1988 and the UK in 2011, EMS are a leader in the cleanroom 

business providing our clients with a complete cleanroom performance testing service. 

EMS offer clients complete cleanroom monitoring solutions ensuring quality by design from 

inception to implementation, including: 

 Full range of solutions in Cleanroom / Particle Monitoring 

 Calibration Laboratory to include repairs to manufacturers specification 

 Validation 

 End to end service in the 

provision of designing 

systems, project 

managing systems, full 

maintenance and 

complete validation 

package 

 

Our calibration laboratories 

are regularly audited by 

Particle Measuring Systems 

Inc, the established global 

leader in microcontamination 

monitoring. 

Get in touch to learn more 

about EMS Particle Solutions 

and how we can help your 

business for all your 

cleanroom needs. 

ANALYTICAL TOOLS & SERVICES  - CLEANROOM CONSUMABLES  -  CLEANROOM SERVICES & 

FACILITIES  - CONSULTANCY SERVICES   - EQUIPMENT SALES & REFURBISHMENT  -  

EQUIPMENT SPARES, INSTRUMENTATION & CONSUMABLES  - EQUIPMENT SUPPORT 

SERVICES  - PHOTO MASKS  - R&D SERVICES   - RELIABILITY TEST - RF RELATED SERVICES  -  

SOFTWARE & AUTOMATION  -  TESTING - TRAINING 

Telephone +44  1223 257704 

Email  info@emsparticlesolutions.co.uk 

Website emsparticlesolutions.co.uk  

 INDEX 

mailto:info@emsparticlesolutions.co.uk
http://emsparticlesolutions.co.uk


MATERIAL & CHEMICALS  - R&D SERVICES 

Telephone +44 (0)1642 924 904 

Email  info@epivalence.com 

Website epivalence.com  

To support rapid 

progress in the field of 

electronics, 

EpiValence focus on 

working in collaboration 

with  organisations 

searching for advanced 

chemicals and materials.  

Starting with research and 

development through pilot 

scale to full scale manufacture, 

EpiValence offers apabilities to 

meet requirements now and in 

the future.  

 

As a precursors supplier, we 

specialise in compounds for 

Metal Organic Chemical Vapour 

Phase Deposition (MOCVD), 

and Atomic Layer Deposition 

(ALD) as well as materials for 

many other solution based thin 

film deposition technologies.  

With more than 40 years of 

experience in the chemicals 

sector EpiValence is well 

positioned to develop, 

manufacture and supply 

innovative molecules and 

formulations that enable end-

user process innovations to be 

realised. 

  INDEX 
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PACKAGING 

Founded in 1977, Exception is a 

European time critical and 

technology driven PCB 

manufacturer.  

 

Specialists in quick-turn, low to 

medium volume, standard 

multilayer, flex, flex-rigid and high 

density interconnection (HDI) 

solutions for a wide range of 

industries including aerospace, 

medical, telecommunications, 

defence and automotive.  

 

Our technical and production skills 

and experience combined with fast 

turnaround capability has made 

Exception the ideal partner of 

choice for customers requiring 

prototype, new product 

Introduction (NPI) and low to 

medium volumes.  

 

Offering a global service to over 32 

different countries from our facility 

in Gloucestershire, England. 

Telephone +44 (0)1684 292448  

Email  info@exceptionpcb.com 

Website exceptionpcb.com 

  INDEX 
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ForrestBrown is the UK’s 

leading specialist R&D tax 

credit consultancy. We offer 

unmatched technical 

expertise and are passionate 

about helping innovative 

businesses grow.  

Who we are 

Our commitment to excellence means that, when it comes to R&D tax 

credits, we’re the best in the UK. But, don’t just take our word for it. We 

were named ‘best independent consultancy firm’ by Taxation Awards 

2018 in recognition of our technical expertise and client service. 

We have a single focus. All we do is R&D tax credits. Bigger picture: we’re part of US 

consultancy alliantgroup, with the wider expertise and resources that brings. 

Telephone +44  (0)1179269022 

Email  hello@forrestbrown.co.uk 

Website forrestbrown.co.uk 

  INDEX 
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We’re all trying to 

save money, but 

sometimes finding 

out how and where 

to save money is 

hard to do, 

especially when 

you’ve got to get 

product out of the 

factory.  

The solution providers 

we work with are experts 

in their field and have a 

wide range of parts and 

services to help you save 

money on your spare 

parts spend. 

Fourteen Technology is the exclusive sales representative for Applied Ceramics and 

SPM AG in the UK and Ireland. Since starting out solely in the Semiconductor industry, 

we now support customers from the Photonics, Research and Development and 

Industrial coatings industries. 

 

HOW WE WORK 

We work directly with engineers and buyers to understand their needs and help them 

identify where to reduce cost. We provide our customers with ongoing support and 

technical assistance, and we are always happy to talk about potential new cost saving 

opportunities. 

   

EQUIPMENT SPARES, INSTRUMENTATION & CONSUMABLES 

Telephone +44 (0) 7739 985345 

Email  johndale@fourteentechnology.com 

Website fourteentechnology.com 

  INDEX 
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We’re Leaders in 

ideas and solutions 

Our heritage dates 

back to 1821 since 

when our community 

of scholars has been 

developing 

transformational 

solutions to specific 

global problems. We 

are specialists in 

engineering, business 

and science and 

leaders in innovative 

global education for a 

future world.   

 

 

“Our programmes are 

designed to meet the needs of 

our students and their future 

employers, offering the highest 

degree of flexibility and choice 

within the wide range of topics 

available. With a strong 

foundation of core strengths, we 

have the expertise to tackle a 

wide range of challenging and 

important problems. “ 

Professor Duncan Hand, Head of 

School (interim)    

Telephone +44 131 449 5111  

Email  Via the website 

Website hw.ac.uk 

The School of Engineering and 

Physical Sciences (EPS) has an 

excellent international research 

reputation and close ties with the 

professional and industrial world of 

science, engineering and technology. 

 

  INDEX 

http://hw.ac.uk


The HORIBA Group provides an 
extensive array of instruments and 
systems for applications ranging from 
automotive R&D, process and 
environmental monitoring, in-vitro 
medical diagnostics, semiconductor 
manufacturing and metrology, to a 
broad range of scientific R&D and QC 
measurements. 

Our expertise in fluid control, 
measurement and analysis and custom 
engineered solutions are enabling 
researchers, developers, original 
equipment manufacturers, material 
suppliers and end users to deliver novel 
solutions to global demands. 

With decades of experience in 
spectroscopy techniques HORIBA 
supports fabrication process by 
providing critical data that helps 
guarantee process efficiency. HORIBA 
specialises in providing solutions using a 
wide range of analytical techniques,  
including: 

 

• Photoluminescence 
• Cathodoluminescence 
• End Point Detection 
• X-Ray Fluorescence 
• Raman Spectroscopy 
• Ellipsometry 
• AFM / TERS 
• Glow Discharge (GD-OES) 

 

HORIBA solutions are extensively used 
within the Semiconductor fabrication 
process, during the Cleaning, Deposition, 
Lithography, Etching and CMP stages of 
production as well as the facilities 
themselves. 

Although renowned in the semiconductor 
market, due to our comprehensive 
knowledge, we support a whole range of 
complementary industries, applications 
and markets needing gas or liquid mass 
flow control, gas or chemical monitoring 
and analysis of processes including: 
electronic manufacturing, bio process, 
furnace, dry coating, food and beverage, 
energy (solar batteries / fuel cells), optical 
fibre, freeze drying, superconductor, test 
gas generation and environmental 
applications. 

HORIBA specialises in providing a wide 
range of process and control solutions 
including: 

• Mass Flow Controllers 
• Mass Flow Meters (incl. High 
Temperature, Mass Flow and Liquid Mass 
Flow) 
• Liquid Automatic Refill Systems 
• Liquid Vaporizers 
• Mixed Injection Systems 
• Gas Concentration Monitors 

ANALYTICAL TOOLS AND SERVICES - EQUIPMENT SALES AND REFURBISHMENT 
EQUIPMENT SPARES, INSTRUMENTATION & CONSUMABLES - EQUIPMENT SUPPORT 

SERVICES - VACUUM RELATED EQUIPMENT & SERVICES  

Telephone +44 7867 470 377  

Email  gary.tew@horiba.com  

Website horiba.com/gbr 

  INDEX 
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Founded in 1987, Huawei is a 

leading global provider of 

information and communications 

technology (ICT) infrastructure and 

smart devices.  

We have more than 194,000 

employees, and we operate in more than 170 countries and regions, 

serving more than three billion people around the world. We are committed 

to bringing digital to every person, home and organization for a fully 

connected, intelligent world.  

 
To this end, we will: Drive ubiquitous connectivity and promote equal access to 

networks; Provide the ultimate computing power to deliver ubiquitous cloud and 

pervasive intelligence; Build digital platforms to help all industries and organizations 

become more agile, efficient, and dynamic; Redefine user experience with AI, making 

it more personalized for people across all scenarios, whether they’re at home, in the 

office, or on the go.   

Huawei is a private company wholly owned by its employees. Through the Union of 

Huawei Investment & Holding Co., Ltd., we implement an Employee Shareholding 

Scheme involving 104,572 employees. Only Huawei employees are eligible to 

participate. No government agency or outside organization holds shares in Huawei 

.  
 
Research & Innovation 

Looking to the future, Huawei’s innovation will transition as we move from an 

Innovation 1.0 era to an Innovation 2.0 era. In Innovation 1.0, we have focused on 

innovations in technology, engineering, products, and solutions to address customer 

needs. In Innovation 2.0, driven by our vision, we will expand our efforts to seek 

breakthroughs in basic theories and develop new basic technologies. 

Telephone +44-1189-208000  

Email  Via the website 

Website huawei.com 
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Founded in 1964, iCAM Engineering are a second 

generation family run business.  

 
The company specialises in the manufacture of 

high quality Stainless Steel fabrications, to a wide 

range of industries.  Supplying a diverse product 

line which includes: Sampling Cylinders, Sensor 

Housings, Probes, Sampling Systems, Gas and 

Fluid Handling Systems, Manifolds, Pigtails, VCR 

Welded Assemblies, Thermowells, Coolers, and Cyclones. 

 
The company also has extensive experience in the manufacturing of high integrity 

chemical cylinders. Producing its first cylinder back in 1986, using a combination of 

manual and orbital welding techniques. Today we rely on the same proven procedure 

and skills to produce thousands of full penetration sealing welds, essential for the 

containment of highly unstable compounds. 

 
iCAM Engineering Ltd are an ISO 9001 registered company and a U.S. Department of 

Transport approved manufacturer and RIN testing facility (I337). 

 
The safe containment of inherently dangerous compounds is of critical importance. Our 

production and quality control systems are key to the integrity of our vessels. Production 

and inspection procedures are closely monitored and audited. Our skilled production 

team are diligent and motivated, they understand the importance of their roles, within 

the process. All testing on cylinders is independently witnessed, in accordance with 

specification 4B. Pressure calculations and witnessing are provided by Steigerwalt 

Associates of Allentown P.A. Raw materials are sourced from N. American or European 

mills only, via approved stockholders. All materials are physically and chemically tested to 

ensure that properties are verified against material certification.   

 

Each cylinder is subjected 

to an extensive inspection 

routine, both internally 

and externally.  

CONSULTANCY SERVICES  -  EQUIPMENT SALES & REFURBISHMENT  -  EQUIPMENT 

SPARES, INSTRUMENTATION & CONSUMABLES  -  MATERIALS / CHEMICALS    

PACKAGING  -  R&D SERVICES  -  TESTING  - VACUUM RELATED EQUIP & SERVICES 

 CNC machining & wire 
erosion 

 Manual welding 

 Orbital welding, closed head 
& lathe 

 Onsite installation welding 

 Electro-polishing & Manual 
polishing 

 Engraving, manual & laser 

 Expansion testing (water 
jacket) 

 Sampling & Pre conditioning 
systems (custom designs) 

Telephone + 44(0)1244 831143  

Email  enquiries@icamengineering.co.uk  

Website icamengineering.co.uk 

  INDEX 
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IceMOS a high technology semiconductor manufacturing company headquartered in 

Belfast Northern Ireland. IceMOS employs 97 people globally with research and 

development in Arizona USA, design and development in Japan and wafer manufacturing 

in our own factory in Belfast, UK. IceMOS designs, manufactures, markets, and sells 

proprietary sensing elements and energy savings Power MOSFET switches to customer 

North America, Asia and Europe with multiple market applications. The vision for the 

company is to provide sensing products that enhance the safety of electronic systems 

and Super-junction MOSFETs that enable energy savings in power supplies contributing 

towards environmental progress.  

Products and technology include:  

Power Electronics – High Voltage Superjunction MOSFET, Low Voltage MOSFET, Radiation 

Hardened Mosfet. 

Silicon Wafers – 100mm ~ 200m. 

Silicon On Insulator (SOI) and SiSi Direct Bonded Wafers – applications include various 

MEMS Sensort and various Analog ICs. 

Semiconductor Engineering Services – DRIE, Wafer Bonding, Wafer Shaping, 

Photolithography, High Temperature Furnace Processes. 

Engineered Substrates – Silicon Sensing Elements – Inertial MEMS (Accelerometer and 

Gyroscope), Environmental MEMS (for piezoelectric Pressure and Acoustic sensors), 

Optical MEMS (Micro-Mirrors for AR/VR); Micro-Machined Silicon components; Advanced 

Engineering substrates for various applications: Automotive, Industrial, Healthcare & ADS. 

QA: ISO9001, ISO14001 & IATF16949. 

Uniquely qualified to serve NMI members from the 100% owned and operated 

manufacturing facility in Belfast, UK and with strong design and development teams 

working closely to define products to 

address customers business needs 

in an industry where continuous 

technology development is 

relentless. 

CLEANROOM SERVICES & FACILITIES - CONSULTANCY SERVICES - ELECTRONICS 
COMPONENT MANUFACTURING -  EQUIPMENT SUPPORT SERVICES, - MATERIALS/

CHEMICALS  - OUTSOURCED CLEANROOM SERVICES (STAFF, PROCESSES) PACKAGING - 
PHOTO MASKS - R&D SERVICES -  VACUUM RELATED EQUIPMENT & SERVICES  

Telephone +44 2890 574700  

Email  hughgriffin@icemostech.com 

Website icemostech.com  

  INDEX 
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II-VI Incorporated, a global leader in 

engineered materials and 

optoelectronic components, is a 

vertically integrated manufacturing 

company that develops innovative 

products for diversified 

applications in the industrial, 

optical communications, aerospace 

& defence, life sciences, 

semiconductor capital equipment, 

and consumer markets.  
 

Headquartered in Saxonburg, 

Pennsylvania, the Company has 

research and development, 

manufacturing, sales, service, and 

distribution facilities worldwide. The 

Company produces a wide variety of 

application-specific photonic and 

electronic materials and components, 

and deploys them in various forms, 

including integrated with advanced 

software to support our customers.  

Telephone +44 1572 771 778  

Email  info.uk@ii-vi.com 

Website ii-vi.com  

  INDEX 
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Ilika plc (LON: IKA) is a pioneer in a 

ground-breaking solid state battery 

technology able to meet the specific 

demands of a wide range of 

applications in MedTech, 

Industrial IoT, Electric Vehicles and 

Consumer Electronics.  

Ilika is headquartered in the UK and has 

operations in USA, China and Israel. 

lika Technologies Ltd was founded in 2004 as 

a spin-out from the School of Chemistry at 

the University of Southampton. The company 

quickly established an international 

reputation for the rapid development of novel 

materials and secured commercial 

partnerships with a portfolio of blue-chip 

companies including Asahi Kasei, Shell, 

Applied Materials, Toyota and Murata . In 

2014, Ilika started designing the Stereax 

family of solid state batteries and is now 

solely focused on the development and 

manufacture of solid state batteries for 

MedTech, IoT, Electric Vehicles and Consumer Electronics. 

The company’s growth has been financed by three rounds of venture capital, an initial 

public offering (IPO) on the London Stock Exchange in May 2010 and three placings in 

April 2012, July 2018 and March 2020. 

Telephone  +44 (0)23 8011 1400  

Email   info@ilika.com  

Website ilika.com 

  INDEX 
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innovation based on proven 

technology 

INFICON is a leading provider of 

innovative instrumentation, critical 

sensor technologies, and advanced 

process control software that 

enhance productivity and quality in 

sophisticated industrial vacuum 

processes.  

These analysis, measurement and 

control products are essential for gas 

leak detection in air conditioning/

refrigeration and automotive 

manufacturing and aftermarket. They 

are vital to equipment manufacturers 

and end-users in the complex 

fabrication of semiconductors and thin 

film coatings for optics, flat panel 

displays, solar cells and industrial 

vacuum coating applications. Other 

users of our vacuum-based processes 

include the life sciences, research, 

aerospace, packaging, heat treatment, 

laser cutting and many other industrial 

processes. We also leverage our 

expertise in vacuum technology to 

provide unique, toxic chemical analysis 

products for emergency response, 

security, and environmental health and 

safety. 

With INFICON, you have a partner who knows the challenges of your industry and who, 

together with you, will find the optimal solution for your requirements. And, we ensure 

excellent customer service and support through a global team of specialized experts in 

our offices worldwide.  

Telephone Via the website  

Email  Via the website 

Website inficon.com 
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Founded by CTO, Andrew Humphris, 

the company has developed a 

revolutionary atomic force detection 

system called the Rapid Probe 

Microscope (RPM). The instrument's 

proprietary technology is protected 

by a significant patent portfolio. 

The RPM has been designed as a 

module suitable for integration into 

third party equipment for hybrid 

metrology and inspection 

applications or for integrated process 

control. This solution has been 

implemented by two leading 

Semiconductor Equipment Companies and is installed at most leading IC manufacturers. 

Infinitesima’s newest product, the Metron3D, is a high-volume manufacturing-ready 

metrology system for high-speed measurement of challenging nanoscale structures 

which are critical to modern semiconductor manufacturing. 

Metron3D combines the well-established benefits of the RPM with fundamentally new 

developments that increase throughput by at least 100 times and probe lifetime by 10 

times. 

The Metron3D platform enables critical metrology and inspection capabilities that are 

required to advance semiconductor process control for maximizing yield and lowering 

wafer costs. As dimensions shrink and device architecture becomes more complex, the 

Metron3D offers measurement advantages in areas such as CMP performance – both 

local and long range, EUV Resist characterization and Logic FEOL analysis. 

Infinitesima also offers competitive Scanning Probe Microscopy services using in-house 

facilities. Details of our capabilities can be found on our web site. 

The company has a fast-growing team of researchers 

and engineers that are focused on enhancing the 

capabilities of our products and supporting our 

customers in the application of our technology. 

Located south of Oxford at Abingdon Business Park, the 

720m2 offices and facility support the development, 

manufacture, test, and demonstration of our products 

and technology. 

ANALYTICAL TOOLS AND SERVICES - EQUIPMENT SALES AND REFURBISHMENT 
EQUIPMENT SPARES, INSTRUMENTATION & CONSUMABLES - EQUIPMENT SUPPORT 

SERVICES -  R&D SERVICES  

Telephone +44 1235525922  

Email  graeme.clark@infinitesima.com 

Website infinitesima.com  

Metron3D 

  INDEX 
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Inseto is a leading technical 

distributor specialised in 

providing wafer fabrication, 

assembly equipment and 

materials to the microelectronic 

and related semiconductor 

technology sectors. 

Located one-hour west of London, 

Inseto operates from a state-of-the-art 

facility that incorporates our 

administration, logistics and training 

facilities. 

Established in 1987 and ISO 9001:2015 Certified since 2005, we pride ourselves in 

forging long-term relationships with our principals and in obtaining mutual respect from 

our customers. 

 

Inseto’s range of advanced equipment 

and materials are available from 

specialist technology divisions, which 

offer carefully selected, technically 

innovative, high performance products. 

EQUIPMENT SPARES, INSTRUMENTATION & CONSUMABLES - EQUIPMENT SUPPORT 

SERVICES - MATERIALS/CHEMICALS - PACKAGING 

Telephone +44 (0)1264 334505  

Email  enquiries@inseto.co.uk  

Website inseto.co.uk 

Adhesive Division – Provides technically 

advanced adhesives for bonding, sealing 

& encapsulation, exclusively representing 

DELO Industrial Adhesives in the UK & 

Ireland.  

Equipment Division – Provides 

manufacturing equipment for the 

Microelectronic, Photonic, Electronic, 

Photovoltaic and Semiconductor 

industries etc.  

Consumable Division – Provides assembly 

materials and machine consumable items 

for the Semiconductor, Electronic, 

Microelectronic, Photonic MEMS and 

Hybrid assembly industries etc.  

  INDEX 
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For thirty years, IBS has assembled the 

expertise, tools and skills required to meet 

the diverse implantation needs of global 

clients.  

Every year, the company continues to develop this 

technology to keep pace with the growing needs of 

the industry: implantation expertise. 

Additionally, the development of services dedicated to 

equipment maintenance and spare parts has naturally 

led IBS to be able to respond to almost any implant 

related challenge. Knowledge and mastery of a wide 

variety of equipment types and vintages also gives IBS 

the capability to propose innovative and cost saving 

upgrades and retrofit services. 

IBS’s positioning as a manufacturer of new-generation 

equipment, such as PULSION® and IMC™ validates its 

leadership in ion implantation technology, and offers 

its clients unique expertise to accompany them 

effectively in facing today’s and tomorrow’s challenges. 

CONSULTANCY SERVICES   -  EQUIPMENT SALES & REFURBISHMENT -  EQUIPMENT 
SPARES, INSTRUMENTATION & CONSUMABLES   -  EQUIPMENT SUPPORT SERVICES -  R&D 

SERVICES   

Telephone +33 (0)4 42 53 89 53  

Email  information@ionbeamservices.co.uk  

Website ionbeamservicesUK.com  

  INDEX 
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IQE plc is the leading global supplier of 

advanced wafer products and material 

solutions to the semiconductor industry.  

IQE’s core business is the design and 

manufacture of compound semiconductor 

wafers or “epiwafers” using a process called 

epitaxy. IQE’s epiwafers are used in 

advanced electronic and photonic 

components which enable a broad portfolio 

of today’s technology products. 

 

Our Vision 

IQE's vision is to be the best advanced semiconductor materials solutions company in the 

world. Being best means delivering outstanding quality, service, technology and value 

such that we become the first choice supplier for all our customers. 

Our Mission 

IQE's mission is to deliver the best advanced semiconductor materials solutions to our 

customers through technology leadership; to provide our employees with a safe, 

stimulating and rewarding work environment; to partner with our suppliers to form 

mutually beneficial relationships; and to provide our stakeholders with a rewarding 

investment. 

Our Delivery 

In order to rise to the challenges demanded by its customers and markets, IQE has 

established a strong leadership position through the creation of the broadest portfolio of 

materials IP in the industry. IQE has developed a reputation for excellence and reliability 

through technology leadership and proven mass market delivery. Our close collaboration 

with our customers ensures that our processes are highly integrated and embedded 

within our supply chains. 

MATERIALS/CHEMICALS  - OUTSOURCED CLEANROOM SERVICES (STAFF, PROCESSES) 

R&D  SERVICES 

Telephone Via the website 

Email  Via the website 

Website iqep.com  
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Telephone +44 800 0260637  

Email  contactcentre_uk@keysight.com  

Website keysight.com 

Bringing new technologies to market requires the ability to see 

the unseen, to imagine entirely new approaches, and to test 

the untestable. Throughout our history, we have shared a 

sense of curiosity with our customers at the potential of 

technology and the power of engineering to solve seemingly 

intractable measurement challenges, collaborating with them 

to turn their visions into reality.  

Since our beginnings in a Silicon Valley garage, our 

entrepreneurial spirit and passion has been focused on one 

mission: helping customers accelerate innovation to connect 

and secure the world. Take a stroll through our history with us.  

WE'RE COMMITTED TO BUILDING A BETTER PLANET 

We’re driven, curious, and collaborative. We’re obsessed with the future of technology. 

But we don’t stop there. We are involved. 

We nurture the next generation of engineers. We help our neighbors and communities 

across the globe. With a global corporate responsibility framework for ethical, 

environmentally-sustainable, and socially-responsible operations, we are singularly 

focused on connecting and securing the world for a better planet. 

  INDEX 
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ANALYTICAL TOOLS AND SERVICES  -  CONSULTANCY SERVICES   -   MATERIALS & 

CHEMICALS   - R&D SERVICES  -   TRAINING 

KMG Electronic Chemicals, Inc. is a 

leading supplier of ultra-pure acids, 

solvents and specialty chemical blends 

used in the manufacture of semiconductors, photovoltaics and flat panel displays. Our 

specialty is the purification, formulation, blending and packaging of value-added 

chemicals for technology-based sectors.  

Semiconductor Processing: The requirements for the purity of process chemicals used 

to fabricate integrated circuits continue to become more stringent, driven by reductions 

in feature size and the ever-increasing complexity of circuits. KMG’s advances in 

manufacturing processes, filtration and packaging technology, as well as state-of-the-art 

analytical tools, enable our product line purity to exceed today’s semiconductor needs 

for liquid chemical purity as outlined in the International Technology Roadmap for 

Semiconductors (ITRS).  

Photovoltaics:  The production of photovoltaic cells and solar panels is growing rapidly. 

Photovoltaic modules are used to power a multitude of electrical equipment, recharge 

batteries, and more commonly, connect to the electrical grid for power generation. KMG 

has participated in developing the recent SEMI Standards for liquid chemicals used in 

photovoltaic manufacturing. KMG’s photovoltaic product line is in sync with the quality of 

chemicals needed to produce high-yielding solar devices.  

Flat Panel Displays: Flat Panel Displays (FPD) are increasingly common in everyday use. 

Initially used to replace cathode ray tubes (CRTs) in televisions, flat panel displays are 

now used in cell phones, digital cameras, laptop computers and electronic book readers. 

Liquid crystal displays (LCD) is the largest segment of FPD’s using an array of thin-film 

transistors (TFT) to address each pixel in the display. Light emitting diodes (LED) displays 

are gaining popularity due to brightness and clarity, while plasma displays excel in color 

and wide-angle viewing. All these technologies can benefit from the high purity line of 

cleaning and etchant chemistries from KMG Electronic Chemicals. Performance Materials 

General Purpose: KMG Electronic Chemicals is a leading producer of general purpose 

performance chemicals. The company supplies an array of value-added chemicals for 

technology-based sectors like semiconductors, disk drives, flat panel displays, and 

photovoltaics.  

Telephone +1-800-392-3966  

Email  eccs@cmcmaterials.com 

Website kmgchemicals.com 
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ELECTRONICS COMPONENT MANUFACTURING 

Littelfuse is an industrial technology manufacturing company empowering a sustainable, 
connected, and safer world. Across more than 15 countries, and with 17,000 global 
associates, we partner with customers to design and deliver innovative, reliable solutions. 
Serving over 100,000 end customers, our products are found in a variety of industrial, 
transportation, and electronics end markets—everywhere, every day. Headquartered in 
Chicago, Illinois, United States, Littelfuse was founded in 1927.  

For Distributors 
Customer Focus is one of our five Core Values and the foundation of our approach to 
working with distributors. We take pride in offering excellent customer service, quick 
technical support, stable lead time, and competitive pricing to make doing business with 
us easy. 

For Suppliers 
Partnering with suppliers to combine our capabilities and expertise allows us to provide 
best-in-class products and services to our customers worldwide. Our suppliers are 
integrated into our customers’ design and development processes to ensure we meet 
their quality, cost, and availability requirements. 

So we can continue delivering high-quality, cost-effective solutions to our customers, we 
expect our suppliers to commit to measuring Key Performance Indicators and 
implementing continuous improvement practices. The Littelfuse Supplier Quality Manual 
is designed to support suppliers in this commitment 

 Clearly communicating our expectations for 
both suppliers and Littelfuse 

 Providing resources to assist you in fulfilling 
your responsibilities 

 Describing measurements used to evaluate 
your performance and drive continuous 
improvement 

Telephone Via the website 

Email  Via the website 

Website littelfuse.com 
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OUTSOURCED CLEANROOM SERVICES (STAFF, PROCESSES)  -  PACKAGING 

Our purpose is to simplify 

the complicated. 
 

Our timber moving solutions 

accompanied by our services 

in rigging & lifting, air 

flotation, export packing, 

storage and freight offer 

simplicity and security for 

your move. This is our move 

management solution. 
 

 

We are experts at designing and building bespoke cases to securely pack your 

equipment. Our timber is ISPM 15 accredited, ready for export and we can also provide 

floating bases to protect your sensitive equipment during transit. 

 

We are in the process of establishing our own sawmill with the support of Scottish 

Forestry. Our sawmill will enable us to source our timber from Scotland, reducing our 

emissions and increasing the sustainability of our moving solutions.  

 

Our trained and certified operatives work safely and efficiently to deliver expert rigging 

solutions. We can safely move your machinery using a wide range of specialist 

equipment and expertise including contract lifts & air flotation. We insure your 

equipment from the moment it is in our hands until it is in final position, including in 

transit. 

Telephone +44 (0)1355 202103 

Email  laura.devine@logoslogistics.com 

Website logoslogistics.com 

  INDEX 

mailto:laura.devine@logoslogistics.com
http://logoslogistics.com


Lumentum delivers innovative photonics to 

accelerate the speed and scale of cloud, 

networking, advanced manufacturing, and 

3D sensing applications 

The Lumentum portfolio of innovative 

photonic products enables agility, flexibility, 

and speed throughout communications 

networks. Lumentum products address the staggering and 

growing amount of data traversing networks and being 

processed and stored in large data centers. Much of this 

data traffic is driven by cloud-based applications including 

streaming video to mobile devices, PCs, and smart TVs. 

   

Leveraging its photonics expertise, Lumentum produces 

high-performance commercial lasers, including kilowatt 

fiber lasers and ultrafast solid-state lasers used in the 

manufacture of products with exacting standards including 

automobiles, consumer appliances, semiconductor chips, 

mobile phones, tablets, and PCs.   

Lumentum is a leader in providing diode lasers for high-

volume 3D sensing applications in the gaming and PC 

markets and is now driving the technology to enable 

adoption in mobile devices and other next-generation 

applications. 

R&D SERVICES   

Telephone +44 (0)1803 698600 

Email  support@lumentum.com  

Website lumentum.com 

  INDEX 

mailto:support@lumentum.com
http://lumentum.com


 

LYNBOND 2000 was formed in 1988, 

as agents for a number of companies 

providing equipment for the 

electronics industry.  

We felt that with the benefit of our 

experience we could source and 

supply consumable products targeted at specific work functions. To highlight this, we 

subsequently reformed as LYNBOND 2000, the company now in operation today. 

Operating in the UK and Europe supplying to many industries . 

Lynbond 2000 is committed to providing a professional and personal service offering the 

most comprehensive range of Cleanroom consumables, disposable apparels and 

reusable products for controlled environments and safety products . Equipment range 

consists of anti-contamination photoresist extractors, refurbished parts for SVG track 

equipment, external level sensor systems, stainless steel pressure vessels, microscope 

incubators and temperature control units. 

Our web-based platform provides a quick reference to our core stock of products, 

however, Lynbond 2000 can source a vast array of 

products not shown on our website through our 

network of global suppliers and partners. If there 

are any products that you require within your 

cleanroom or controlled manufacturing areas 

please contact us. 

CLEANROOM CONSUMABLES 

 Non-woven wipers from class 1 
(compatible) to class 1000 

 Facemasks 

 Tacky mats 

 Gloves from class 10 to class 1000 

 Conductive and anti-static 
assembly gloves 

 Writing paper and notebooks 

 Cut resistant gloves 

 Cleaning/mopping systems 
 

 Finger cots 

 Coveralls and lab coats      
      (polyolefin and  polypropylene ) 

 Launderable cleanroom garments (from 
class 1)  

 Mob caps 

 Safety glasses 

 Over shoes and over-boots 

 Swabs 

 Clean room pens 

Telephone +44 (0)107 259 996 

Email  solutions@lynbond2000.com  

Website lynbond2000.com 

  INDEX 

mailto:solutions@lynbond2000.com
http://lynbond2000.com


 

Megatech Limited is the largest 

independent supplier of equipment and 

services to the semiconductor and thin 

film industries in the UK. Established in 

1973, the company has built a well-

founded reputation for the supply of 

quality products, in-depth technical 

expertise, and excellent customer 

service. 

As an exclusive UK outlet for a number of 

US and European companies, Megatech 

sells to end users, researchers, and 

OEMs as well as supporting all products 

with both field and in-house service. 

Megatech have a modern headquarters 

in the Midlands with engineers located 

strategically around the UK. 

Megatech Europe Limited has offices and 

stock facilities in the ROI for Mainland 

Europe Customers and MegaCold LLC 

has Cryopump Sales and Service facilities 

in the USA for US , Canada and South 

America. We also have MegaCold Sales 

agents in SE Asia. 

ODUCTS 

 Brooks Instrument 
 Entegris 
 Comdel 
 Ferrotec - Ferrofluidic Seals 
 Verity Instruments 
 BeamTec 
 Polycold Systems 
 MegaCold Cryopumps 
 InstruTech Vacuum Gauges 
 Quartz Monitor Crystals 

CONSULTANCY SERVICES  -  EQUIPMENT SALES & REFURBISHMENT  -  EQUIPMENT SPARES, 

INSTRUMENTATION & CONSUMABLES  -   EQUIPMENT SUPPORT SERVICES  -  VACUUM 

RELATED EQUIPMENT & SERVICES 

 Thermal Evaporation 
 UVOCS Ozone Cleaning 
 Angstrom Sciences 
 inTaq 
 Mactronix 
 Lytron Chillers 
 CO2 Snow Jet Cleaning 
 ONDA Corporation 
 FloTron 
 Used & Refurbished Equipment 

Telephone +44 (0) 1543 500 044  

Email  sales@megatech.uk.com 

Website megatech.uk.com 

  INDEX 

mailto:sales@megatech.uk.com
http://megatech.uk.com


McLaren Applied’s core mission is to 

pioneer a better future by uniquely 

applying data science, design and 

engineering to drive positive, sustainable 

change. We harness our 30-year 

heritage in electronics and data systems 

to deliver ground-breaking innovations 

for motorsport, automotive, public 

transport and IoT. 

We are at the cutting edge of innovation, 

creating solutions that drive 

performance, efficiency and cost-

effectiveness: efficient lightweight 

electric powertrain and vehicle development; motorsport solutions that make series 

more sustainable and efficient; reliable connectivity solutions for public transport; 

insightful analytics to increase operational efficiency.  

We guide industries forwards by developing world-class products and holistic, scalable 

solutions that harness our expertise in: 

Electrification: Accelerating the drive towards an electric future and pushing the 

boundaries of EV performance with our 800V silicon carbide inverter IPG5. 

Telemetry, Control and Analysis: Sensing, connectivity, real-time control and compute 

systems enable us to derive clear and robust insights, understand complex 

environments, improve decision-making and reduce development time. 

In parallel with our relentless pursuit of performance, McLaren Applied recognises the 

global sustainability challenges and pledges to continuously strive to execute on well-

defined, clear strategies to build a better future in line with the UN’s Sustainable 

Development Goals.  

McLaren Applied operates full in-house capability for design and manufacture, giving us 

control over product quality assurance for all units both lead/lead-free products across 

Electronics and Mechanical. Our well-established manufacturing and supply chain 

produces 10,000 + finished goods through strategic partners and key relationships. We 

operate to the highest standards complying with 

EORI underpinned by our accreditation to ISO 

9001. 

ANALYTICAL TOOLS AND SERVICES - 

ELECTRONICS COMPONENT 

MANUFACTURING - R&D SERVICES SOFTWARE 

AND AUTOMATION - TESTING  

Telephone +44 (0)1483 261400  

Email  sales@mclaren.com  

Website mclarenapplied.com  

 INDEX 

mailto:sales@mclaren.com
http://mclarenapplied.com
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CLEANROOM SERVICES & FACILITIES  - EQUIPMENT SALES & REFURBISHMENT  -  EQUIPMENT SPARES, 

INSTRUMENTATION & CONSUMABLES  -  EQUIPMENT SUPPORT SERVICES   -  R&D SERVICES   

TRAINING  - VACUUM RELATED EQUIPMENT & SERVICES   

Since 2003, memsstar has served 
as Europe’s premier process and 
equipment supplier of etch and 
deposition solutions for 
semiconductor, MEMS and related 
technology manufacturing 
processes.  

 
The company innovates best-in-class solutions based on Applied Materials, Lam and 
Novellus platforms combined with its proprietary memsstar® systems for MEMS 
applications. 

memsstar offers full manufacturing, design, process engineering and demo capabilities. 
ISO 9001 certified, the company is recognized for its remanufacturing excellence, 
technology development, process guarantees, as well as extensive service capabilities to 

support its full range of 
remanufactured semiconductor and 
proprietary MEMS equipment.How 
memsstar serves the global MEMS 
markets: 

 Developed MEMS-dedicated 
processes for manufacturing using 
semiconductor equipment 

 OEM for memsstar® tools 
optimized for MEMS-specific 
manufacturing. 

Telephone +44 (0) 1506 243203  

Email  info@memsstar.com  

Website memsstar.com 

 INDEX 

mailto:info@memsstar.com
http://memsstar.com
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Nexperia is a leading expert in the 
high-volume production of essential 
semiconductors, components that are required by every electronic 
design in the world.  

 
The company’s extensive portfolio includes diodes, bipolar transistors, ESD protection 

devices, MOSFETs, GaN FETs and analog & logic ICs. Headquartered in Nijmegen, the 

Netherlands, Nexperia annually ships more than 100 billion products, meeting the 

stringent standards set by the automotive industry. These products are recognized as 

benchmarks in efficiency – in process, size, power and performance — with industry-

leading small packages that save valuable energy and space. 

 

With decades of experience in supplying to the world’s leading companies, Nexperia has 

over 12,000 employees across Asia, Europe and the US. Nexperia, a subsidiary of 

Wingtech Technology Co., Ltd. (600745.SS), has an extensive IP portfolio and is certified 

to IATF 16949, ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and ISO 45001.  

ELECTRONICS COMPONENT MANUFACTURING 

Telephone +31 24 353 7979 

Email  info@nexperia.com 

Website nexperia.com 

  INDEX 

mailto:info@nexperia.com
http://nexperia.com


Nordson Corporation delivers 

precision technology solutions 

to help customers succeed 

worldwide 

We engineer, manufacture and market 

differentiated products used for 

dispensing adhesives, coatings, 

sealants, biomaterials and other 

materials; for fluid management; for 

test and inspection; and for UV curing 

and plasma surface treatment. We 

support our products with application 

expertise and direct global sales and 

service. The Nordson company serves 

numerous consumer non-durable, 

durable and technology end markets 

including packaging, nonwovens, 

electronics, medical, appliances, 

energy, transportation, construction, 

and general product assembly and 

finishing. Founded in 1954 and 

headquartered in Westlake, Ohio, USA, 

we have operations and support offices 

in more than 35 countries.  

Nordson produces industrial 

machinery designed to solve problems 

in an expansive set of diverse 

industries. Our manufacturing supplies, 

parts and fully-integrated systems can 

be applied to solve problems in 

consumer durable, non-durable, 

industrial, medical and electronic-end 

markets. Want to know if Nordson 

offers manufacturing machinery to 

support your business? Browse 

industries below, or use our faceted 

search function at left to find the 

product you need faster.   

Telephone Via the website 

Email  Via the website 

Website nordson.com 

  INDEX 

http://nordson.com
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Telephone Via the website 

Email  info@oxrf.co.uk  

Website oxrf.co.uk 

Our vision is to be a key enabler of 

modern society by providing ground-

breaking Radar systems solutions 

Driverless taxis and trucks have hit the 

road - However, they are only allowed 

to operate in good visibility conditions. 

This says it all - the sensor technology 

is not there yet to enable the 

uninterrupted 24/7 operation of 

driverless cars. Radars are the only 

sensors that can fulfil this dream. 

Our mission is to push the boundaries 

of perception sensing. 

 Our design team is an authority in all 

aspects of software-enabled hardware 

systems design and manufacture. Our 

focus on next-generation Radar 

sensors comes from our extensive 

background, including: 

 Radar-enabled traffic telemetry 

system for Highways England 

 Long-Range Security Radars 

 Leisure Marine Radars 

Breakthrough Radar 

Sensing & Vision 

We are enabling the following 

requirements of a next-generation 

Radar perception solution: 

 Super-resolution to overcome the 

myopic vision of current Radar 

sensors 

 Solid-state 360-degree sensing for 

complete situational awareness 

 Operation in all weather and 

visibility conditions. 

  INDEX 

mailto:info@oxrf.co.uk
http://oxrf.co.uk


MATERIALS & CHEMICALS  - PACKAGING - 
R&D SERVICES  

Pegasus Chemicals manufacture 
and purify high purity chemicals for 
delivery in bespoke designed 
packaging for semiconductor, 
materials science and innovation 
technology applications. 

Our extensive knowledge and 
investment in research and 
development provide the basis for 
innovation, to provide products 
with consistent purity and unique 
capabilities for niche applications. 
Our product portfolio is wide and 
varied with a specific focus on 
intrinsic purity, which is 
underpinned by our in house 
analysis. 

We can measure ppb level metals 
and oxygen impurities and ensure 
the delivered product is suitable 
for the application as required.  

We provide technical support to develop sustainable, consistent precursors with custom 
made packaging for specific applications.  

Our technical and product application knowledge in ALD and (MO)CVD applications has 
been honed through the manufacture and supply of specialist chemistry with many years 
experience. Our technical service team is available to discuss your deposition 
requirements to tailor the product with the application: 

 

 High purity precursor manufacture 
 Precursor design 
 In house analysis 
 Refill of customer owned containers 
 Technical application knowledge 
 Global supply 

 

The global requirements for technology innovation are more demanding with greater 
emphasis on smaller, faster and smarter ways of supporting our day to day living. To 
enable technology to support these developments, the supply of small scale innovative 
chemistry in specialist packaging is vital.  

Primary research and development within the material science and semiconductor 
markets in the UK and EU has specific emphasis on emerging technologies. Pegasus 
Chemicals is a critical part of the core European supply chain to enable EU innovation and 
long-term growth in emerging technologies. Our mission at Pegasus is to achieve 
excellence in service, quality, technical expertise and value for our customers.  

 

Telephone +44 1244 521869  

Email  info@pegasuschemicals.com  

Website pegasuschemicals.com  

  INDEX 

mailto:info@pegasuschemicals.com
http://pegasuschemicals.com


Plessey is working with world 
leaders in consumer 
technology, who are paving 
the way with innovative next-
generation Augmented Reality 
and wearable applications, 
based on advanced microLED 
display solutions. 

Challenging existing display 
technologies, microLEDs are 
propelling forward a vast, yet 
stagnated market, changing 
the way we interact with our 
devices, both for information 
and entertainment. 

Drawing on over a decade of semiconductor and optoelectronics expertise, Plessey has 
developed an award-winning, unique and proprietary GaN-on-Silicon platform and 
monolithic process at its state-of-the-art manufacturing facility. 

See Life Differently 

The only viable solution for the next generation of AR/MR wearable devices, HUDs and 
other consumer electronics. 

Plessey’s microLEDs enable compact displays that enhance the user’s experience, for 
both entertainment and informative content, and is the first brand new display 
technology to be commercialised in more than a decade. Demand for microLEDs is 
accelerating, with research consultancy Yole Développement forecasting the market 
could reach up to 330 million units by 2025. 

Technology 

Building on its technological IP, expertise and many years of experience in the high-
power LED lighting market and production of CMOS image sensors, Plessey has 
developed an advanced gallium nitride (GaN)-on-silicon (Si) technology platform. This 
platform is now enabling innovations for the manufacture of microLED displays that will, 
in turn, be available to the emerging developers of disruptive applications in need of 
highly-efficient micro-displays. 

 

ELECTRONICS COMPONENTS MANUFACTURING 

Telephone +44 1752 693000  

Email  Via the website 

Website plesseysemiconductors.com  

  INDEX 

http://plesseysemiconductors.com


PMT (GB) Limited has been 
dedicated to contamination control 
instrumentation for 20 years. Our 
aim is to create solutions for the 
customer that not only satisfies their 
requirements, meets regulatory 
standards and offers state of the art 
technology but also keeps in mind 
budgetary constraints. 

PMT (GB) are able to support the 
customer from initial request, solution 
design, equipment supply, and full 
support for maintenance and calibration 
both on-site and in-house. 

We are able to supply Particle Counters 
for Air, Water, Oil, Chemicals, Corrosive 
Acids and surfaces, we can offer Particle 
Deposition monitoring, decontamination 
equipment, electrostatic elimination and 
static detection equipment. 

Our particle counters can detect 
particles from to 10nm (0.01µm) up to 
25µm, so can cover a range of 
applications to suit most controlled 
environment monitoring from in-tool to 
cleanroom. 

Our contamination control instrumentation can be from small handheld particle 
counters to full facility monitoring including particle monitoring, differential pressure, 
temperature, humidity and any other environmental monitoring sensor. 
In addition to our instrumentation we are also ISO17025 (UKAS) accredited for 
calibrations both at the customer site and in one of our laboratories for a complete 
range of particle counters regardless of manufacturer. 

 
Being able to supply contamination Control instrumentation for Air, Water and Surfaces 
gives PMT (GB) limited the advantage as a one stop shop for your Contamination Control 
requirements. 

 
Working with clients in various electronics and Semiconductor industries including Fibre 
Optical Components, Photomask Solutions, Semiconductor Component Manufacturers, 
Communications Technology, Silicon Wafer Manufacturing, Photonic Products, 
Automotive Manufacturing, Wafer Processing Technologies in addition to Aerospace, 
Medical Device, Pharmaceutical Industries. 

ANALYTICAL TOOLS AND SERVICES - CLEANROOM CONSUMABLES - CLEANROOM 
SERVICES & FACILITIES - ELECTRONICS COMPONENT MANUFACTURING - EQUIPMENT 

SALES AND REFURBISHMENT - EQUIPMENT SPARES, INSTRUMENTATION & 
CONSUMABLES - MATERIALS/CHEMICALS - PHOTO MASKS - SOFTWARE AND 

AUTOMATION - TESTING  

Telephone +44 1684312950  

Email  iannorman@pmtgb.com  

Website pmtgb.com  

  INDEX 

mailto:iannorman@pmtgb.com
http://pmtgb.com
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Our site in East Kilbride, 
Scotland has been 
manufacturing and supplying Quartz into the Semiconductor Industry 
for over 30 years, with Thermocouples being supplied as a core 
product for over 20 years. 

Quartztec took over the site in 2016 and has retained the experience and knowledge 
of the workforce and has invested heavily since this time, to add to the business in 
terms of people and upgrading and new assets.  

Securing ASM & Kokusai Qualification in 2019 for 200mm and 300mm Quartz Products 
was a key target and since this time has enabled the site to expand in Europe and USA. 

We are proud to be in a position to offer the following products and services into the 
industry: 

 Quartzware for 6”, 8” and 12” 
 Profile & Spike Thermocouples 
 Epitaxy Quartz & Thermocouples 
 Repairs and Refurbishments 
 Laser Processing 
 Development and Consulting 

 

The team here at Quartztec look 
forward to continuing to support the 
industry with our knowledge, 
experience and high-quality products 
and services. 
 

EQUIPMENT SALES AND REFURBISHMENT - EQUIPMENT SPARES, INSTRUMENTATION & 

CONSUMABLES  - MATERIALS / CHEMICALS  - R&D SERVICES 

Telephone +44 1355 244456 

Email  sales@quartztec-europe.com 

Website quartztec-europe.com  

  INDEX 

mailto:sales@quartztec-europe.com
http://quartztec-europe.com


Retronix Semiconductor is an 
experienced Global 
Semiconductor Service Company 
offering Field Service Engineers 
on Flexible Labour, Facility 
support in relation to Hosting & 
Demo of Equipment for some of 
the largest High-Tech 
Manufacturing and 
Semiconductor OEM & IDM’s 
around the world. 
 
Since 1992, we have achieved 
worldwide recognition and 
respect for our ability to offer 
many different services within the 
Semiconductor Industry including: 
 
 

 Labour Resources and Labour Augmentation 
        Specific Labour Project Work 
        Sustaining labour to augment direct labour 
        Short term labour for specific tool moves or installations 
 

 Site Specific Hosting Services 
        Full Hosting service by Retronix FSE – trained by OEM 
        Full time shift cover for extended service requirements 
        Out of hours call out covered by Retronix Staff 
 

 Deinstallation & Tool Moves 
        Full deinstallations run by Expert Senior FSE 
        Staff Augmentation to help OEM or IDM on tool moves 
 

 Short Term Engineers & Contract Services 
        Defined contract engineers to work on site for either 
        a short term basis or longer terms 

CLEANROOM SERVICES & FACILITIES  - EQUIPMENT SPARES, 

INSTRUMENTATION  & CONSUMABLES  - EQUIPMENT 

SUPPORT SERVICES  - OUTSOURCED CLEANROOM SERVICES 

(STAFF, PROCESSES)  -  RECRUITMENT SERVICES 

Telephone   +44 (0)1236 808 909  

Email  michael.mccallion@retronix.com 

Website retronixsemiconductor.com 

  INDEX 

mailto:michael.mccallion@retronix.com
http://retronixsemiconductor.com


CONSULTANCY SERVICES -  EQUIPMENT SALES & REFURBISHMENT  - EQUIPMENT 
SPARES, INSTRUMENTATION & CONSUMABLES  - EQUIPMENT SUPPORT SERVICES         

RF RELATED SERVICES  - TRAINING 

RF Global Solutions 
was established in 2004 to supply 
low cost RF repairs for the 
semiconductor industry.  
 
The company has achieved this 
by providing low cost, high quality 
RF repairs and refurbished RF 
equipment into the Semiconductor 
and Medical industry. We are now 
an internationally renowned brand, 
with customers utilising our 
services from across the globe. 
 
Each customer receives an 
excellent level of service from our 
friendly and personable customer 
service team, who design, repair, 
install, service and train to the 
highest possible standards. Quality 
service is a key component of our 
organisation, who are well 
regarded and an international 
leader in RF technology. 
 
Key industries presently supported 
by RF Global Solutions include 
Semiconductor, Photovoltaic, 
Medical, Food Packaging and Food 
Sterilisation. RF Global Solutions 
are continuing to reach into new 
foreign markets while looking after 
our existing clients meeting their 
requirements and exceeding their 
expectations. 
 
The company is highly focused on 
the following areas: 
 
 Customer responsiveness 
 Quality of products supplied 

and repair work undertaken 
 Bespoke industry 

leading warranties 
 Continuous improvement 

activities with both products 
and services 

Telephone   +44 (0) 1355 236 392 (Ext1)  

Email  sales@rfglobalsolutions.co.uk  

Website rfglobalsolutions.co.uk  

  INDEX 

mailto:sales@rfglobalsolutions.co.uk
http://rfglobalsolutions.co.uk


RF Support provides an excellent 

cross platform service on all RF 

generators and matching 

networks used in the plasma 

processing industries. 

We are able to offer a one stop solution 

to all your RF needs. Repairing several 

different OEM's equipment, including 

Applied Materials, LAM, Mattson, Matrix, 

Tegal, Advanced Energy, ENI, Comdel 

and Trazar to name a few. Helping to reduce the numbers of individual vendors the 

engineer or even purchasing have to deal with. 

Processes are all designed around ISO9001 ensuring you have complete confidence in 

each repair. Our excellent reliability record is constantly being monitored to maintain 

standards. 

We offer full traceability of your equipment from delivery to us through the repair 

process and back to your stores. All this provided 24hrs via your Customer Zone web 

portal. 

Repairs are all fully backed with a RTB warranty which is one of the best in the industry 

and can be configured to suit individual fab requirements. 

It is acknowledged that the major cost involved in unplanned RF equipment failure is not 

the actual repair cost it is firmly with lost wafer processing time. To that end we set in 

motion a quality system to significantly improve the reliability of this equipment. 

It is much more cost effective to have highly reliable high quality repairs. We set out to 

achieve this while continuing to trim all margins to ensure our customers can maintain 

their cost effectiveness. 

  

CONSULTANCY SERVICES - EQUIPMENT SALES & REFURBISHMENT  - EQUIPMENT SPARES, 
INSTRUMENTATION & CONSUMABLES  - EQUIPMENT SUPPORT SERVICES  - OUTSOURCED 

CLEANROOM SERVICES (STAFF, PROCESSES)  - RF RELATED SERVICES  - VACUUM RELATED 

EQUIPMENT & SERVICES 

Telephone   +44 (0) 1355 227 228  

Email  service@rfsupport.com  

Website rfsupport.com  

  INDEX 

mailto:service@rfsupport.com
http://rfsupport.com


Equipment Integration Software and 
Services  

Savantech offers world-class software 
solutions to the semiconductor manufacturing 
industry. Our innovative, industry-leading 
equipment integration platform, CoreTegral, 
underpins automation solutions that: 

 Increase equipment throughput 

 Decrease unplanned down-time 

 Eliminate scrap caused by mis-process 

 Utilise data collection and analysis to improve manufacturing efficiency 

 Facilitate Advanced Process Control 
 
Tool integration is pivotal in achieving cost efficiencies and the company can offer a 
complete package of tailored solutions and services designed to increase ROI on present 
tools and staffing. Our commitment to long-term relationships with our customer base 
means that as you grow, we grow, and we invest the skills and knowledge learned from 
such close working collaborative partnerships into our team and into our products, 
continually improving the features offered and system integrations supported.  

We are constantly being challenged by our customers to deliver non-automation systems, 
too, and as a result have experience of delivering a wide range of solutions in asset 
tracking, lot identification and plant health sensing, to name but a few. By bringing our 
work in other industries to the table, we can help identify fresh opportunities for 
leveraging efficiency and optimising productivity. All of our software development services 
are backed up with comprehensive support and maintenance packages. Look no further 
than Savantech for any of your software development needs. 

 

CONSULTANCY SERVICES   -   SOFTWARE & AUTOMATION 

Telephone  +44 (0)1506 417030 

Email  talktous@savantech.co.uk 

Website savantech.co.uk 

  INDEX 

mailto:talktous@savantech.co.uk
http://savantech.co.uk


Telephone  +44 (0)1678 530281  

Email  sales@scanwel.com  

Website scanwel.com 

Scanwel is a leading manufacturer and 
distributor of components and systems to end 
users and original equipment manufacturer’s 
(OEM’s) in semiconductor, academia, 
government and laboratories and industry.  

Our products find application in the 
production and development of advanced 
materials and processes in a number of high 
technology fields, including nanotechnology, 
microelectronics, storage media, energy 
production and bio-medical and basic 
materials research of metals, oxides, polymers 
and coatings. 
 
Scanwel has an extensive product range for 
your off the shelf parts which can be 
purchased directly from our online shop. 
 
We also provide bespoke solutions. The company has a rich history in providing solutions 
to your specific projects. The team is highly qualified and experienced, approaching each 
project on an individual basis, offering a consultative approach to solve your problems. 
 
Our custom systems are exactly that, conceived and designed with your full involvement 
using our experience and the latest CAD packages. The end result is a product that 
meets your requirements. 
 
Our distributed products include systems and components for surface analysis by 
techniques such as X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), Time of Flight Secondary Ion 
Mass Spectroscopy (TOF-SIMS), Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM) and Nanoindentation.. 

 

VACUUM RELATED EQUIPMENT & SERVICES 

  INDEX 

mailto:sales@scanwel.com
http://scanwel.com


 

Scotech supply Capital Equipment and Consumables 

from market leading companies in the Vacuum 

Deposition and Etch field.  

Our product range covers diverse markets ranging 

from blue chip Silicon, MEMS & III-V Semiconductor 

manufacturers through leading edge research 

companies and universities.  

Through our experienced team of engineers we aim 

to supply high quality service with efficient technical 

back up. All our technical staff have over 30 years 

industry experience in thin film processing.  

EQUIPMENT SALES & REFURBISHMENT  - EQUIPMENT SPARES, INSTRUMENTATION & 

CONSUMABLES  - EQUIPMENT SUPPORT SERVICE -  MATERIALS/CHEMICALS  -  VACUUM 

RELATED EQUIPMENT & SERVICES 

   Ion Beam Sources 
   Ion Beam Systems 
   E Beam Evaporation  
   Systems 
   E Beam Evaporation   

        Components 
   Sputtering Sources 
   Substrate Heaters 
   Throttle Valves 
   Sputtering Targets &   

        Coating Materials 
   Quartz Monitor 

Crystals 
   Vacuum Fluids & 

Greases 
   Plasma Etch 

Electrodes 
   Stepper Lamps 
   Molecular Vapour   

        Deposition 

Telephone  +44 (0)1475 540689  

Email  mail@scotech.ltd.uk  

Website scotech.ltd.uk  

Scotech – the UK's premier distributor of thin film coating 
equipment and consumables.  

  INDEX 

mailto:mail@scotech.ltd.uk
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Integrity, Innovation, 

Inclusion 
These three simple yet powerful words define our values here 

at Seagate. They inspire the level of excellence we work toward 

each and every day for our customers, business partners, 

shareholders, communities and for each other. They are the 

means by which we measure today’s aspirations. They lay the 

groundwork for tomorrow’s achievements. Together, they make 

the difference. And together, so do we. 

 

 

Telephone  08000 4732 4283  

Email  Via the website 

Website seagate.com 

Integrity 

We lead by example with an 

equal commitment to 

people, our planet and 

profitability. 

Innovation 

We deliver value for our 

customers through discovery, 

agility and solutions. 

Inclusion 

We are committed to advancing equity in the 

workplace and ensuring that all employees feel safe, 

valued and respected. 

 INDEX 

http://seagate.com
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Semefab have an impressive track record of process 
development, process set-up and volume foundry 
supporting silicon-based MEMS, CMOS, ASIC, Bipolar-
Linear & Discrete semiconductor device technologies. 

 
Founded in 1986, Fab1 produces a diverse process portfolio of 4" CMOS, ASIC, Bipolar-

Linear & Discrete semiconductor technologies. Fab1 fabricates precision analog 

integrated circuits, JFET transistors, Bipolar transistors, Photo Diodes, Mixed Signal ASICs 

and supports the 'front-end processing' for many different MEMS technologies. 

In 2009 Semefab invested £15.2M, creating Fab2, for processing of 6" and 4" MEMS 

technologies and Fab3 for 6" CMOS/Bipolar technologies. Fab3 became operational in 

2011. 

All 3 Fabs have completely autonomous services and facilities. 

Separating the three Fab's ensures the integrity of Fab3 for producing ultra low leakage 

junctions, high carrier lifetimes and high reliability MOS transistors. Semefab observes 

strictly one-way traffic from Fabs 1/3 to Fab2 and can therefore produce MEMS devices 

with ultra clean junctions and transistors by starting their lives in Fabs 1/3 and 

completing their processing in Fab2 which features heavy metal processing eg: gold and 

alkali ionic solutions eg: KOH. This ability to segregate processes ensures that Semefab is 

able to routinely produce MEMS devices with ultra clean semiconductor characteristics 

where necessary.  

ELECTRONICS  COMPONENT MANUFACTURING 

Telephone  +44 (0)1592 630630  

Email  Via the website 

Website semefab.com 

 INDEX 

http://semefab.com


STL provides a range of products and 

services to the Semiconductor, Opto, 

Electronic, MEMS and LED Industries in 

the manufacture of Microchips and 

MEMS devices. 

Ultratech Specialist, Thomas Smith, founded Utech 

in 2000 and was joined by six more Specialists 

from the industry.  With Global expansion, they 

rebranded into STL with employees in Scotland, 

Germany, Switzerland, Taiwan, and the USA. 

Telephone +44 7479262726  

Email  toms@stlscotland.com  

Website stlscotland.com  

 Photolithography Equipment Supplier 
 Universal Wafer Inspection Systems 
 Refurbished Ultratech Steppers 
 UT steppers upgrades: 
 LED lamp Upgrade (replacement of UV mercury 

lamp) 
 Universal wafer loader upgrade 
 MVS camera system upgrade 
 Windows PC upgrade 
 SD Floppy and hard rive upgrade from old SCSI 

drivesparts and consumables 
 We provide PM/field service, Appllications and 

Training 

EQUIPMENT SALES AND REFURBISHMENT - EQUIPMENT SPARES, INSTRUMENTATION 
& CONSUMABLES - EQUIPMENT SUPPORT SERVICES - PHOTO MASKS - R&D SERVICES - 

SOFTWARE AND AUTOMATION - TESTING - TRAINING  

  INDEX 

mailto:toms@stlscotland.com
http://stlscotland.com
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SemiTechnology has been set up to help you fulfill your requirements for parts and services 

for the Semitool SAT's SST's, SRD's, Magnum and storm product lines. We also support the 

single wafer Semitool equipment, namely LT210, Millennium, Equinox and even the Raider 

platforms. 

SemiTechnology use only Semitool trained and experienced service personnel, we are able to 

provide Semitool parts and services at very competitive rates. We achieve this by simply 

providing a service at a rate, which is applicable to these times of austerity, to support those 

directly engaged in making your business a success. 

We are an independent leading supplier in the international semiconductor market. Founded 

9 years ago, we started as a company small in scale, but great in ambition. Based in the UK, 

Netherlands, and France.  

We are able to offer 

A wide variety of value-added services that have proven to meet our client's needs. From 

routine maintenance to service contracts, from piece parts to refurbished equipment sales. 

However small or large we take care to ensure that we are offering the right service at the 

right price. 

Our staff is dedicated to providing clients with superior customer service, care, and 

knowledge. Providing cost-effective solutions to the challenges you face today. We achieve this 

by using our experience to better provide a quality service to our customers. By being willing 

to provide a quality of care that endeavors to exceed even the most demanding of our 

customer's 

needs, we have 

been able to 

build an ever-

expanding and 

satisfied client 

base. 

 Telephone  +44 (122-558-1051  

Email  Via the website 

Website semitechnology.com 

  INDEX 

http://semitechnology.com


Shin-Etsu Handotai Europe Ltd. (SEH-
Europe) have been based in Livingston, 
West Lothian  for over 35 years,  have 
over 450 employees and  manufacture 
semiconductor grade  silicon wafers.  

 
Semiconductors are one of the fundamental enablers of the technology and electronics 

value chain. The Shin-Etsu Handotai group are the largest manufacturer of silicon wafers 

in the world. 

It is the mission of SEH Europe Ltd to be recognised by our present and potential 

Customers as the supplier most able to ensure that their requirements (stated or implied) 

are consistently met and, where possible, exceeded.  

SEH-E aims to develop and maintain a position of being the undisputed leader in the 

European market place using a process approach in key areas of unrivalled technology, 

quality, delivery, cost, safety, environment and ethics results while maintaining a stable 

relationship with all our customers and other interested parties.  

It is the policy of SEH Europe Limited to :  

Manufacture and supply Silicon wafers (Polished 

and Epitaxial 150mm ~ 200mm Diameter) to meet 

customer, legal, regulatory and other interested 

parties’ applicable requirements with our goal being 

ZERO defects.  

Ensure that customer and applicable statutory and 

regulatory requirements are determined, 

understood and consistently met whilst enhancing 

customer satisfaction. 

 

Telephone  +44 (0)1506 415555  

Email  Via the website 

Website sehe.com 

MATERIALS  / CHEMICALS 

  INDEX 

http://sehe.com


Simple Technical Solutions Ltd (STS) 

was created in Scotland in 2003 by a 

management team with over 20 years 

experience in providing PVD 

equipment and support to the 

Semiconductor industry. 

The company started by refurbishing 

and supporting Varian/Novellus PVD 

tools and after being granted license 

status by Novellus we officially began 

assembling new tools, spare parts and 

providing support in Europe and in 

the USA through STS Inc. Austin Texas. 

In 2006 STS acquired the UK parts 

cleaning business of Saint Gobain and 

created a stand alone company called 

STS Precision Cleaning Services. 

STS Precision Cleaning Services were 

transferred from their original facility 

into a new cleaning factory in 

Glenrothes in 2008. 

In 2014 Simple Technical Solutions 

moved into a new factory for 

equipment building and support built 

on the land occupied by STS Precision 

Cleaning Services. 

In 2016 STS Precision Cleaning 

Services acquired another factory next 

to the existing factory in Glenrothes. 

STS now have 25,000 sqft of space to 

conduct parts cleaning and 8000 sqft 

for equipment support. 

In 2019, in anticipation of Brexit 

difficulties, STS Holdings Ltd formed a 

new business in Germany Simple 

Technical Solutions GmbH (STS 

GmbH) to offer our European based 

customers an uninterrupted short TAT 

service once the UK was out of the EU.  

Telephone +44 (0)1592 593300  

Email  toolsales@sts.gb.net 

Website sts.gb.net 

  INDEX 

mailto:toolsales@sts.gb.net
http://sts.gb.net


Telephone +44 (0)1327 317 621  

Email  sales@sistemtechnology.com  

Website sistemtechnology.com  

SiSTEM Technology offer a wide range 

of leading-edge process tools and 

ancillaries, automation, inspection, 

test and consumables to the 

semiconductor, microelectronics and 

other high technology industries, 

throughout the UK & Europe (and 

globally in some cases). 

Our goal is to supply advanced 
technology products, which meet our 
customer’s demanding needs of quality 

build and reliability, on-time delivery, 
and competitive cost. Our success in achieving this has established SiSTEM Technology as 
a key supplier, in what is an increasingly demanding and ever-changing advanced 
technology marketplace. 

A key part of our success can also be attributed to the impressive list of manufacturing 
suppliers that we are privileged to represent. Many of these companies are worldwide 
Leaders in their respective fields and they continue to contribute to the outstanding 
developments and ranges of products offered by the Micro and Nano-Electronics, 
Photovoltaic, Thin Film Display, and other High Technology industries. 

SiSTEM Technology also offer installation, commissioning, warranty support, service 
contracts and upgrades from our factory-trained engineers, who share our commitment to 
quality of supply. 

As an active member of NMI (National Microelectronics Institute), SiSTEM Technology 
attends all the key exhibitions and conferences throughout the UK & Europe to promote 
our tools and services. 

CLEANROOM SERVICES & FACILITIES  -  EQUIPMENT SALES & REFURBISHMENT   

EQUIPMENT SPARES, INSTRUMENTATION & CONSUMABLES  -  EQUIPMENT SUPPORT 

SERVICES - R&D SERVICES - SOFTWARE & AUTOMATION - VACUUM RELATED EQUIPMENT 

& SERVICES 

ATOMIC LAYER DEPOSITION | SPUTTERING THIN FILM | THERMAL VACUUM | INKJET PRINTING FOR 
FUNCTIONAL MATERIALS | AUTOMATED OPTICAL INSPECTION | WAFER & MASK/RETICLE HANDLING 

& AUTOMATION | SPIN, COAT, DEVELOP, BAKE & CLEAN | TEMPORARY BOND & DEBOND | WET 

PROCESSING & CHEMICAL HEATERS | THERMAL PROCESSING | MEGASONICS | VACUUM | PROBE, 

TEST & BURN-IN | MASK ALIGNERS | FFKM & FKM O-RINGS & SEALS 

  INDEX 

mailto:info@sistemtechnology.com
http://sistemtechnology.com


  INDEX 

Sivers Photonics is the world’s most advanced 

supplier of customised III-V semiconductor 

photonics devices, enabling next generation 

applications in optical communications and 

sensing markets, and a key strategic supplier to 

many Fortune-100 and Silicon Valley customers. 

 

With over 20 years of expertise designing and 

manufacturing III-V photonic devices across 

diverse material systems, our foundry provides 

end-to-end in-house capability, from prototype 

design to qualified high-volume manufacturing. 

 

With a particular focus on InP sources optimised 

for silicon photonics integration, we offer 

customisable high power, InP-based DFB lasers 

and gain chips, as single emitters or arrays, on 

our InP100 Product Platform. 

ELECTRONICS COMPONENT MANUFACTURING -  OUTSOURCED CLEANROOM SERVICES 
(STAFF, PROCESSES), - PASSIVE COMPONENTS -  PHOTO MASKS, R&D SERVICES -  

RELIABILITY TEST -  TESTING  

Email: marketing@sivers-photonics.com 

Web: sivers-semiconductors.com/sivers-photonics 

mailto:marketing@sivers-photonics.com
http://sivers-semiconductors.com/sivers-photonics


 

Solid State Disks Ltd (SSDL) – The 
Industrial Division of the Reactive 
Group. 

We deliver innovative system solutions 
to defense, commercial and industrial 
customers worldwide. SSDL specialises 
in the design, development and 
integration of advanced storage 
systems. 

We design and manufacture the CF2SCSI 
SCSIFlash and FLOPPYFlash CF based solid-state 
drives integrating proprietary FPGA based 
technology which provides further storage 
future-proofing for critical legacy computer 
applications. 

ELECTRONICS COMPONENT 
MANUFACTURING -  EQUIPMENT SALES 

AND REFURBISHMENT - EQUIPMENT 
SPARES, INSTRUMENTATION & 

CONSUMABLES - EQUIPMENT SUPPORT 
SERVICES 

Telephone 

+44 (0)1189 323499 

Email  

sales@reactivegroup.com 

Website 

solidstatedisks.co.uk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  INDEX 

mailto:julie.phinn@sivers-photonics.com
http://solidstatedisks.co.uk
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Telephone +44 (0)1750 725712 

Email  peter.summers@sps-europe.com 

Website sps-europe.com 

  INDEX 

Affordable solutions for semiconductor & related industries 

Looking for second source or the original OEM parts? 
Upgrade your existing SAT, SST or CMP tool? Safe handling of thin wafers? 
  

Every day, you are being challenged, to create smaller and more powerful microchips in the 
cleanest and most cost-efficient way possible. With our expertise in wafer handling 
tools and wet process equipment, we offer you a wide range of semiconductor 
equipment products and customized solutions for all your major process steps. 
 
Do you want to extend the life-time of your process semiconductor equipment? Upgrade your 
CMP tool? SPS Europe works closely with OEM’s, Wafer Fabs and R&D institutes worldwide. 
Supported by our own full-time service engineers and our experienced sales staff we offer you 
>25 years of excellent wafer process technology know-how. 
  
SPS Mission 
Our mission is to be your one-stop source for affordable semiconductor production systems 
and consumables, used in semiconductor fabrication, MEMS & Biotechnology. 

SPS History 
Founded in 1988, we supply a range of industry leading products used worldwide for 
Wafer Handling & Shipping, Wet Process/CMP, Photolithography, and Thin Films (including 
Diffusion, CVD, Etch).  We develop and customize products in close cooperation with our 
customers. 

SPS Code of Conduct 
SPS-Europe has earned a reputation for conducting its business with integrity and respect. This 
reputation is an asset, just as real as our people and products. We conduct our operations with 
honesty, integrity and openness, and with respect for the human rights and interests of our 
employees. We shall similarly respect the legitimate interests of those with whom we have 
relationships. The general principles contained in our Code of Conduct set out our standards. 

Environmental Policy Statement 
Our first priority is to be a successful business and that means investing for growth and 
balancing short term and long term interests. It also means caring about our consumers, 
employees, our business partners and the world in which we live. SPS-Europe is committed to 
minimizing the impact of its activities on the environment. 

CLEEANROOM SERVICES & FACILITIES - EQUIPMENT SALES & REFURBISHMENT - - EQUIPMENT 
SPARES, INSTRUMENTATION & CONSUMABLES - MATERIALS/CHEMICALS 

mailto:peter.summers@sps-europe.com
http://sps-europe.com


SPTS Technologies, a KLA 

company, designs, 

manufactures, sells, and 

supports etch, PVD, CVD and 

MVD capital equipment, 

providing advanced wafer 

processing technologies and 

solutions for the 

semiconductor and microelectronics industry. End-market applications 

include micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS), advanced packaging, 

LED, high speed RF device IC’s and power semiconductors. 
 

Formed in 2009, SPTS brings together over 40 years wafer processing experience from 

companies including Trikon Technologies, STS, and Aviza Technology. The solutions 

offered by SPTS include industry leading silicon etch, dielectric etch, dry-release etch, 

PVD, PECVD, MOCVD and MVD. SPTS supplies wafer processing equipment and 

technologies to the world's leading semiconductor and microelectronic device 

manufacturers and research institutions, offering dedicated local sales and customer 

support through a network of international offices and agents. Under agreement with 

SPP Technologies, Ltd., SPTS also offers APCVD solutions and a range of large batch 

vertical furnaces. 

 

SPTS Technologies has been recognized by leading industry experts, government 

agencies, and Her Majesty the Queen, having received the Queen’s Award for Enterprise 

in International Trade in 2013 and 2017 and for Innovation in 2018. SPTS has also been 

given the prestigious Anchor Company 

status by the Welsh Government. SPTS 

has also been given the prestigious 

Anchor Company status by the Welsh 

Government.  

EQUIPMENT SALES & REFURBISHMENT  - EQUIPMENT SPARES, INSTRUMENTATION & 
CONSUMABLES - EQUIPMENT SUPPORT SERVICES  

Telephone +44 (0)1633 414000 

Email  enquiries@spts.com 

Website spts.com 

  INDEX 

mailto:enquiries@spts.com
http://spts.com


Strem Chemicals UK distributes a wide range ALD 

precursors, nanomaterials and quantum dots for the solar 

and electronic industries together with catalysts and ligands 

for other markets including drug discovery.  

We have around 5000 products which come with licensed 

technologies, royalty free for R&D purposes. We offer next 

day delivery on a growing range of stock in the UK. 

We are Iso 9001 & 14001 certified, with a growing range of 

stock available next day.  

Other stock locations USA and France giving a 3-5 working 

day delivery for most materials. 

MATERIALS / CHEMICALS 

Telephone +44 1223873028  

Email  enquiries@strem.co.uk    

Website strem.co.uk  

  INDEX 

mailto:enquiries@strem.co.uk
http://strem.co.uk


ENGINEERING AND 

ADVANCED MATERIALS 

MANUFACTURING  

WORLD CLASS ENGINEERING 

Swansea University was created to 

support the manufacturing industry back 

in 1920 and continues this support today 

working in collaboration with some of the 

UK’s biggest industries to lead the way in 

Advanced Materials and Manufacturing. 

Our world-class research centres, ranked 

in the top 10 in the UK, hold expertise in 

the latest material developments, 

corrosion and coatings, renewable 

energy, robotics and automation, 

computational modelling, and the latest 

manufacturing techniques. Research is 

led by the College of Engineering, based 

at the new £450million Bay Campus, with 

four buildings dedicated to engineering 

and £10million of new research and 

teaching equipment. Armed with this 

wealth of knowledge and experience, 

Swansea University is leading the way in 

the dissemination of our research 

through our teaching and CPD modules. 

MATERIALS EDUCATION, TRAINING AND 

LEARNING PROJECT (METAL) 

The Materials Education, Training and 

Learning project (METaL) is a work-based 

learning programme that provides funded 

training for the existing materials and 

manufacturing workforce in Wales. 

Three day, flexible, short, 10 credit courses 

at level 4 and above that cover the 

fundamental principles that underpin 

advanced engineering can be delivered to 

the workforce of companies based in 

Wales, either at the company premises or 

at our Baglan facility. 

THE MATERIALS AND MANUFACTURING 

ACADEMY (M2A) 

The Materials and Manufacturing Academy 

(M2A) provides industry-led postgraduate 

research training in the areas of advanced 

materials and manufacturing. 

The M2A provides a perfect vehicle for 

companies wishing to collaborate 

wiith  University on a research topic of their 

making and for companies wishing to grow 

their own highly skilled employees of the 

future.  

Telephone +44 (0)1792 606060  

Email  Via the website 

Website swansea.ac.uk 

  INDEX 

http://swansea.ac.uk


Thermco Systems design and manufacture 

furnace systems, custom wet benches, 

epitaxy reactors, and electronic materials 

management equipment for the 

semiconductor, MEMS, LED, PV, and 

nanotechnology industries.  
 

Our talented team of engineers are innovative in their 

design of a range of products to meet customer needs.  

Thermco continue to develop new solutions for 

horizontal and vertical furnaces, including full cassette-

to-cassette automation, upgraded control boards, and 

advanced next generation control systems with full 

backward compatibility.  Thermco’s R&D extends to all 

product solutions and we pride ourselves in offering 

customers cutting edge technology.   

 

As a quality assured ISO 9001: 2015 

company, Thermco is proud to offer 

excellent customer service and 

support to maximise equipment 

uptime and low cost of ownership, 

synonymous with the Thermco 

brand.   

EQUIPMENT SALES & REFURBISHMENT  -  EQUIPMENT SPARES,  INSTRUMENTATION &  

CONSUMABLES - EQUIPMENT SUPPORT SERVICES   

Telephone +44 (0)1903 891700  

Email   info@thermcosystems.com  

Website thermcosystems.com 

  INDEX 

mailto:info@thermcosystems.com
http://thermcosystems.com


An industry resource: Source and 

supply of products and services to 

the semiconductor and related 

industries. Front end fabrication 

equipment such as wet process, 

lithography tools and components, 

through to final test and inspection 

equipment.   
 

U4Global prides itself on technical 

expertise and experience with new, used, 

and refurbished equipment. Working with 

companies on a confidential basis, where 

required, to meet both technical and 

commercial goals. 

ANALYTICAL TOOLS AND SERVICES - 

CONSULTANCY SERVICES -  EQUIPMENT 

SALES AND REFURBISHMENT - EQUIPMENT 

SPARES, INSTRUMENTATION & 

CONSUMABLES - EQUIPMENT SUPPORT 

SERVICES - MARKETING SERVICES - 

SOFTWARE AND AUTOMATION - TESTING, 

VACUUM RELATED EQUIPMENT & SERVICES  

Telephone +44 2380 760909  

Email  info@u4global.com 

Website u4global.com 

  INDEX 

mailto:info@u4global.com
http://u4global.com


 

Wafer Technology Ltd. is a U.K. 

based producer of III-V 

materials and epitaxy-ready 

substrates.  

The company has a long and well 

established history in the manufacture 

of compound semiconductors and 

offers the widest product range in the 

business. Wafer Technology's 

unrivalled choice of material types and 

forms enables it to support almost any 

customer application. 

The origins of the company can be 

traced back to 1957 when it was a 

pioneer in the growth of single crystal 

gallium arsenide. Recognising the 

potential importance of III-V compound 

semiconductors, the company 

focussed its efforts on establishing manufacturing technologies for such materials and 

thereafter lead the way in being the first to offer oproduction sources of gallium 

arsenide in various forms. Today sees Wafer Technology benefit from a rich history of 

materials development which has positioned the company as an industry leading 

authority on a diverse range of compound semiconductor types. 

Wafer Technology is a wholly owned subsidiary of IQE plc, the world's leading MOCVD 

and MBE epitaxial wafer foundry. Group membership provides customers with the 

credence and confidence that is required to support the purchase and qualification of 

III-V materials and substrates. Close 

relationships with all Group member 

companies supports Wafer 

Technology's thorough 

understanding of the latest material 

and device market trends which in 

turn are utilised by the company to 

develop new product types. 

 

MATERIALS & CHEMICALS 

Telephone +44 (0)1908 210444 

Email  sales@wafertech.co.uk 

Website wafertech.co.uk 

  INDEX 

mailto:sales@wafertech.co.uk
http://wafertech.co.uk


yieldHUB is the most advanced yield management 

platform, with customers ranging from fast-growing 

fabless semiconductor companies to integrated device 

manufacturers (IDM’s) and novel technology fabs. 

 

Our platform helps you to increase yield and reduce 

scrap. It tracks what’s happening on the factory floor 

and recognises anomalies. It means engineers spend 

less time gathering the data and more time solving 

problems. 

 

yieldHUB is an Irish-based company with employees 

and users located around the world including a strong 

team in the UK. Our customers include big names like 

Intel, LG and Microchip. 

 

Why do top semiconductor companies choose us? 
 

 We provide the fastest and most scalable solutions 
 We offer unmatched customer service with our friendly team of experts 
 Data analysis is done using your web-browser, with no additional software 

needed for users 
 We have cloud and on-premises options suitable for larger companies as well as 

small to medium-sized companies 
 Customers can receive automated updates about the data 
 Customers are able to create customised reports 

 
 
 

“I can access the data anywhere! If someone on my team finds a problem, I login and see 

what the issue is and help them solve it. The charts and graphs make it easy to identify 

problems and their causes.”  Kasia Metlička-Sawicka, Microchip, Ennis, Ireland 

Telephone +44 (0) 7735 554610 

Email  kevin.robinson@yieldhub.com  

Website yieldhub.com 

ANALYTICAL TOOLS AND SERVICES 

  INDEX 

mailto:kevin.robinson@yieldhub.com
http://yieldhub.com


ZEISS is an internationally leading technology 

company operating in the fields of optics and 

optoelectronics.  

ZEISS is active globally in almost 50 countries with 

around 30 production sites, 60 sales and service 

companies and 27 R&D facilities. The UK facility, 

based out of Cambourne (Cambridgeshire) 

manufactures all Scanning Electron Microscopes and 

Crossbeam Microscopes for our global market. 

Founded in 1846 in Jena, the company is 

headquartered in Oberkochen, Germany. The Carl 

Zeiss Foundation, one of the largest foundations in 

Germany committed to the promotion of science, is 

the sole owner of the holding company, Carl Zeiss 

AG. 

Why choose ZEISS as your partner? 

ZEISS has the most comprehensive portfolio of Light, 

X-ray, Electron and Ion Beam Microscope systems in 

the industry and is a leading solution provider to the 

global semiconductor community. Solutions span 

semiconductor manufacturing from wafer fab 

through packaging and assembly. ZEISS materials characterisation and non-destructive 

failure analysis solutions deliver actionable information to both wafer fab and packaging/

assembly processes to meet the semiconductor industry’s challenges for next-

generation devices. 

With a portfolio aligned with future growth in the electronics and semiconductor 

industry, ZEISS is shaping the future of technology and constantly advancing the world of 

optics and related fields with its solutions. The company's significant, sustainable 

investments in research and development lay the foundation for the success and 

continued expansion of ZEISS' technology and market leadership. 

ANALYTICAL TOOLS AND SERVICES - EQUIPMENT SALES AND REFURBISHMENT 

Telephone 

+44 1223 401500  

Email  

veno.naidoo@zeiss.com  

Website 

zeiss.com  

  INDEX 
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Zuken is a global software company delivering electrical and 

electronic design solutions. Founded in 1976, Zuken has a 

consistent track record of technology innovation and financial 

stability in the electronic and electrical design automation (EDA) 

industry.  

 
With its CR-8000 and E3.series product families, Zuken provides a robust 

lineup of system-level 2D/3D electrical and electronic toolsets complemented 

by comprehensive design data and configuration management capabilities. 

 

Most recently, Zuken has embraced the digital transformation and, more 

specifically, digital engineering as the way forward with its entry into the Model

-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) industry. Today, Zuken delivers world-

class design solutions 

combining MBSE products and 

services with a mature, proven 

electrical and electronic design suite 

to address the needs of a broad 

range of industries across the globe. 

Telephone +44 (0) 1454 207800  

Email  Via the website 

Website zuken.com 

  INDEX 

http://zuken.com


Integrated global supply of the most advanced 

metalorganic chemistry for deposition 

 
www.pegasuschemicals.com 

SPECIALIST CHEMISTRY TO SUPPORT INNOVATION    

http://pegasuschemicals.com/
https://pegasuschemicals.com
http://pegasuschemicals.com

